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1 This report outlines the anticipated social impacts of COVID-19, the groups who are 
likely to be most adversely affected and work underway across government social 
sector agencies to mitigate these impacts and improve wellbeing. 

/ 
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Executive summary 

2 As part of the All of Governme~ t (AOG) efforts to respond to COVID-19, the Ministry 
of Social Development (MSE>) ha's,undertaken<:a,~ pici't,vidence Review (the Review) 
on mitigating the immediate ~nd medium-term sdc:ia!)and psychosocial impacts of 
COVID-19. The brief was undertaken in consultation with social sector government 
agencies and with MSD's Chief Science Advisor, Professor Tracey McIntosh. 

3 The Review shows that COVID-19 will likely exacerbate inequalities already 
experienced by many socio; et~omically disadvantaged groups, as seen in other 
pandemics, such as Maori arid Pacific communities, and disabled people. There are 
als~ new groups that will be,'affected (people who will be in isolation for prolonged 
periods>susti as older Ne~~ala11ders, people who enter quarantine or self-isolation 

(\_ qu' iG:kly/ o'p>unexpectedly, 1qd';people whose ethnic origin make them susceptible to 
/1/' ,.,"- '\(ac~sm,-or discrim ination). ;J"here is also a group of people who are experiencing 
\ V✓ sudd>en, significant economic hardship for the first time, or are likely to as 

-~ : ~~~::;::::ts:::~·impacts are long-term and early AOG monitoring of social 
' impacts (~resented weekly to the Social Wellbeing Committee (SWC)) shows that 

imRa~ are yet to fully emerge to the levels suggested by the Review . As such, there 
is a need to closely monitor these social impacts to ensure that the mechanisms in 

~ < place are effective and that any emerging gaps can be identified and responded to. 

-"-There is also an opportunity to make more lasting change to address enduring social re~""\" issues. The experience of recent months, and including events in 2019, shows that 
\ \ the Government can move quickly to implement a range of measures and supports 

~ ') when it is critical to do so. The COVID-19 pandemic has also highlighted the ability of 
- NGOs, iwi, and Maori and community groups to respond to the needs of their local 

communities. This ability to work responsively and collaboratively in a time of crisis 
raises questions about what can and should be achieved under normal circumstances. 

6 As Chair of SWC, you have an opportunity to test the Government's wellbeing agenda 
in light of these anticipated social impacts to ensure that priorities are in line with the 
areas of greatest need and that we capitalise on the innovation already underway to 
achieve lasting change. 
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Recommended actions 

It is recommended that you: 

1 note the findings of the Rapid Evidence Review on the immediate and medium-term 
social and psychosocial impacts of COVID-19 

2 note that many social impacts will take time to emerge but monitoring activity is 
beginning to highlight areas requiring focus 

3 direct the Ministry of Social Development, in collaboration with relevant agencies 
and the All of Government Caring for Our Communities workstream, to prepare a 
Cabinet paper for the Social Wellbeing Committee, providing an overview of the 
social impacts of COVID-19 

YES/ NO 
4 agree to circulate a copy of this report to relevant social -s_ector Ministers for their 

information. 

Nie Blakeley 1 

Deputy Chief Executive, Ministry of Social 
Development -

Hon Carmel Sepuloni / 
Minister fo~'. Development 

) 
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Background 

7 As New Zealand moves out of the immediate response to COVID-19 and looks ahead 
at economic and social recovery, many government agencies are working to 
understand and prepare for the social impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and its 
associated restrictions during lockdown. As the pandemic has evolved, it has become 
clear that the response to support New Zealand's communities requires a unique and 
prolonged approach. 

8 

9 

The Caring for our Communities workstream was established in early March 2020 as 
part of the AOG response to COVID-19 to ensure the welfare needs of individuals, 
whanau, iwi and communities are met during the COVID-19 pandemic. i:6~have a 
particular focus on ensuring our priority communities are well SURPOrtea. 1'\_/ 

In addition to this report, Caring for our Communities has pr~ (r.ed~t rep>ort baek on 
how welfare support for vulnerable communities will be tran'sitiolied f r6m the \ 
immediate emergency response led by Civil Defence 6rfiergency Manage~ ent (CDEM) 
to the long-term recovery led by the relevant social 'Settdr,_agencies (REP120/,5/494). 
That report informs you of the plan to transition, re~pdnvsi5ility for CDEM's ~ lfare 
functions to key social sector agencies, alongside<ii.jk'an'cl) ommunity partne~ nd to 
seek your feedback on a proposal to transition to cventfally-enabled, regionally-led 
COVID-19 recovery models. ~ 

10 This report on social impacts puts forward an~ pproach--!?"U'nderstanding and 
responding to the needs of prioritv.'Rb pulatidns. This a'pproach, can contribute to a 
national framework for regionally le~' r'es-9onses to,,.G?V.i'!Y l~ ) ty ing in with SWC, 
Regional Public Service Leads ~hcl~lil~r relevant ~or,k~ t ~ ams including social 
inclusion. As SWC Chai r/,yot1':\hav'e,an/oppor.tu1lit~ 'o'\test,.t he Government's wellbeing 
agenda in light of these 1;nt:IE:ipated social"impi3tts and e nsure that priorities are in 
line with the areas-if>gr'e~t§sy need. Ther~ is ~~t~e opportunity to make more 
lasting change to enduring,social issues. 

The social and psycVo(ocialA'm~a~ts of COVID-19 are interlinked 
and will lil<ely have cumulat i~ effects 

/\ \D r.---. \ 
11 As,P,a r_t of the AOG efJofts ~ r,_espqnd to COVID-19, MSD has led the development of 

a(Ra1:>id' E~& ence Revie~ ~(,th~' Rev iew) on mitigating the immediate and medium-term 
so~ial~ n;J>psychosocial' irzitiatts of COVID-19. The completed evidence review, 
att~c:hed as Appendix One,>considers both the immediate and medium-term social 
ana.,psychosocial i'mpacts of COVID-19 and discusses a range of mitigation options. 

~ /')Tne br~ef V'Jas Q nderjaken in consultation with social sector government agencies and 
L., / with MSD~s Chief Science Advisor, Professor Tracey McIntosh. 

- 12 Th'(eview outlines four key areas of social impact: 

~ 2\ d impacts of social disconnection, isolation and crowding - the negative 
~ psychological effects associated with containment measures include poor mental 

health outcomes including post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), depression 

g and anxiety. These effects are likely to be exacerbated by additional stressors 
such as financial loss, and could continue for several years. Those who extend 
household isolation (due to age or underlying health conditions, for example) 

. may experience enduring impacts of social disconnection, loneliness and 
household stress. 

12.2 impacts on mental health - the pandemic may increase the incidence of a 
range of mental health conditions, especially anxiety, depression, PTSD, and 

1 Caring for Communities is overseen by a governance group of chief executives the Ministry of Social 
Development; The Office for Maori Crown Relations - Te Arawhiti; Oranga Tamariki; Kainga Ora; Ministry for 
Pacific Peoples; New Zealand Police (the Deputy Commissioner: Maori, Pacific & Ethnic Services, not chief 
executive); National Emergency Management Agency; and Te Puni Kokiri. 
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IN-CONFIDENCE 
substance use disorders. Suicide risk may also be increased. Increases in 
unemployment are likely to lead to increases in material hardship that may lead 
to poorer mental health and stress. 

12.3 impacts on family violence and sexual violence - elevated risk factors 
during lockdown include the use of unhealthy coping mechanisms by 
perpetrators (e.g. substance abuse); controlling behaviours and violence in 
response to containment measures; and the lockdown disrupting protective 
social networks and hindering a victim's ability to leave abusive situations. In 
the longer term, prolonged economic stress and persisting adverse effects of the /\ 
pandemic on mental health may increase rates of family violence. / \ 

12.4 impacts on child wellbeing and development - immediate impacts ~ :~'/ '> 
largely associated with children being confined to their household, having their \ ~ 

school and recreation routines disrupted, and not havi nQ"c!_Ccess~ o all the ~ocia! ""~ ~ 
supports that schools provide. Their impacts are also affecte'a,by how COVIp~ l9~---,' 
impacts on their family and whanau's circumstanees>Many 6f the social and\ (
psychosocial impacts on children are likely tJ,-niahifest in the medium ah d long-
term, and the immediate risk of increased expos~re'toviolence and abu~ has 
medium and long-term consequences. Children✓0ho-experience material 
hardship have worse cognitive, social, behaviou ra'l)and health outcom e1; both 
during childhood and into adulthood. The number of children experiencing 
material hardship is expected to increase. ~ 

~ 
13 The range of social and psychosocial impacts of COVID-'19 may be interlinked, 

compounded by economic imp'a'ct:s such as job los◊an'd\rhay,have cumulative effects. 

The image below de;~es't~ krc:;e~tt'<6 these impact. 
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Social impacts from COVID-19 are likely to differ across groups and 
some new groups will be impacted 
14 The Review highlights that the immediate and medium-term social impacts of COVID-

19 will be particularly severe for already disadvantaged population groups and risks 
compounding existing socio-economic divides. Groups who have experienced 
prolonged periods of socio-economic inequity include Maori and disabled people2 • 

These groups have often been the focus of social sector activity and the hardship 
they have already experienced - particularly in the context of social welfare, housing 
and employment - is likely to be exacerbated by COVID-19. /'l 

15 There are also new groups who will be affected by the specific characteristis,,of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. These include: //.~~ V 
15.1 People affected by prolonged isolation - this group wil kj,r:iclude older people~ 

people with underlying health conditions (including mental't~ealt h>conditioris and 
addiction) and some disabled people who are selfcfsolating because oM he atute 
health risks associated with acquiring COVI~ 19, a'r;1d people who eare'-f?>r, them. 
These groups may experience psycho-social iril pactsassociated-with ~ ged 
containment measures. V~ v ~ 

15.2 People affected by unexpected/involuntary quarantine 7 this group includes 
people who are required to quarantine themselves beca6se they-have come into 
contact with a confirmed or suspected COVID-19/ a~e,'and returning New 
Zealanders placed into mandatory qua r::antine. Tlie5{'popt:1Lations may 
experience psycho-social<im p~ct's associatedf ith \ei;iforced containment. 

15.3 People whose ethnic~or-igi~\k1Jh: m sW ep~\}f racism and discrimination 
- Chinese and Eas~fs iah ~ ethn icitie~ ma,\ B~ ta1-~~te·d due to the origins of 
COVID-19. Previ'o'cis P,a n'demics, such"as Ebdla) ~ d SARS, have shown that fear 
and anxiety fuel.,,disCr-irrlln'ation tliat may m~ ifest through blame, shunning or 
isolation, and leatto>Yacial abuse and hate crimes. 

16 Another new ~ P imd{cted <o(io\,m- { g are people experiencing sudden significant 
econom\c~hardship, or who<ar:e,likely to do so in the coming year as unemployment 
rises) ana \who_J;lave not pre1 iou's1h engaged with social welfare services. It is likely 
t~tth'e sighificant income':-disr-!!_j:)tion for many New Zealanders will make it harder to 
me{t,.f e1 1>'\c~urrent and' f.~t 'ci r,e>financial obligations, including servicing debts and 

~ savih~J or retir.el"(lent. Ac'c:grding to the OECD, even before COVID-19, 53 per cent of 
. '\New Zealander~,did not have sufficient liquid assets to live above the national relative 

income po{ er:t;_y, lifle3fof three months if their income were to suddenly stop; 
significantly\~~r,~ than the OECD average. 

17 Youn-g peoplevwho have recently entered or are about to enter the labour market for 
the firstyfimJ are, as group, particularly at risk from the economic downturn and 
unem_Q!_g,yment. Early analysis of the recent growth in JobSeeker grants shows a 
concentration in growth for people in their 20s, many of whom had not previously 

2 Disabled people may be impacted by events that are specific to the COVID-19 pandemic, such as risks to the 
financial long-term viability of disability providers who provide essential services (e.g. care and support) as 
they reconfigure services, or have to close, and/or let staff go. Disability employment providers, including 
Business Enterprises who rely on the sectors hit by COVID-19 to employ disabled people, have also been 
impacted and this has led to redundancies. 

3 Relative income poverty is defined as a disposable income below half the national median. OECD. 2020. How's 
life? 2020. Retrieved from https ://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/9870c393-
en.pdf?expires=1587873897&id =id&accname=guest&checksum =0DFC9253E60C7DSS0CEA9A78A38056AE 
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IN-CONFIDENCE 
engaged with the welfare system. 4 This trend is likely to continue as the economic 
impacts from COVID-19 grow. 

18 This experience of the labour market is also coupled with a noticeable increase in 
mental health concerns for young people. Youthline COVID-19 Research showed that 
72. 7 per cent of respondents to a COVID-19 specifically commissioned survey aged 
25 and under agreed that COVID-19 and the Lockdown has had an impact on their 
mental health . This is comparatively higher than for older age groups surveyed. 5 

19 Many older people are also at risk of financial hardship as a result of the economic 
downturn. Older workers who become unemployed tend to spend longer out of the 
workforce than younger workers. 6 The value of assets and income from investments, 
on which many older people depend on to supplement their New Zealand / 
Superannuation (NZS), have also fallen significantly in many cases. 

20 There is also likely to be considerable intersectionality amoW'tt:iese groups, an~ 
priority populations will include people with a mix of characterist ics (such as \ '-
ethnicity, gender and age) that were themselves indit alli'~ of certain risk~ ~rior to 

COVID-19. /) ~s: ~\ 
21 Common risk factors shared by many of these gro~ include: / ;~ 

• increased likelihood of experiencing social and {c{nomic adversity such as low 
income and poverty (including in-work poverty) / 

• disproportionate experience of the impacts of mental health and wellbeing 

• disproportionate experien'c'e of the impacts o(~co\~ic downturn and recession. 

22 Despite this intersectionality., t~~eJi~wv outli~ ~~}i~t~rventions need to be 
tailored because a onei ize'fit s all approach has,Been\ ~nown not to be effective and 
may further exacerbate persi'stent health and socio;~onomic inequalities. 

Many social impacts wil~{ake time to emerge but monitoring activity 
is beginning to highlight ar~ s requiring focus 

\ <v 
23 The full economic impacts bf'the pandemic are only starting to take effect and social 

ill)patts for many will not be~ifl~ ovmanifest until after we move out of the higher 
a1~t 1evels and the prolonged,economic impact begins to take hold . Estimates 
released,.,b\{Treasury sho\v' tAat even in an optimistic scenario, where we spend a 

~ ~ ,v/ ,,v 
/'/ "-'-\elativvely short(Period moving down through the alert levels, could see 

<( (/~ unf111 ployment peak a~ 13.5 per cent (currently estimated by MSD to translate into a 
, peak of 327,000 people on Jobseeker support). 

24 Evidence tells us we won't be able to see the full range of impacts straight away. 
Thereii re a number of reasons for this, such as that the containment measures of 
Alert~ vels 3 and 4 prevent people from seeking out sources of support, and 

/ tem'porarily hide some impacts from the public and government agencies. For 

N< ~xaQ:lple, many of the societal 'eyes' - teachers, General Practitioners, Emergency 
,f ervices, neighbours, social workers and NGOs - have fewer opportunities to have 1/ visibility of issues such as children at risk of family violence and sexual violence. This 

'(> means that normal monitoring channels are currently unavailable and the conditions 
for social harms grows. 

25 Despite these limitations, we are starting to see some of the anticipated issues 
outlined in the Review emerge in information collected, including from the social 
impact monitoring that MSD has begun as part of the AOG work to monitor the broad 

4 This group's share of new grants increased from 38% to 45% during the lockdown compared with the same 
period in 2019. (The shifting composition of Jobseeker work-ready grants during lockdown, MSD, May 2020) 

5 Youthline COVID-19 Research, Report of Results April 2020 

6 Older workers are generally defined as those aged 50 and over. 
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range of impacts of COVID-19. As you know, this AOG reporting provided to 
Ministers, through SWC on a weekly basis, is based on a set of indicators that will 
enable us to monitor social outcomes that are of particular concern, including: 

25.1 Financial and material wellbeing/hardship and the extent to which families are 
able to meet their basic essential needs, including receipt of financial assistance 
from MSD, wage subsidy take-up, foodbank demand and self-reported financial 
hardship. This will be exacerbated by the need to service pre-existing debts, 
such as car loans. 

25.2 Physical and mental health including indicators of anxiety and depression, calls 
to mental health and drug and alcohol helplines, police call-outs relatinj)o 
mental health and suicide, and self-reported physical health. 1/ 

25.3 Safety and security, including a strong focus on family a~ ~sexual violence 
including calls to family and sexual violence helplines, Pblic~{_amily harm ~ 
investigations, and Oranga Tamariki reports of concern. v ~ 

25.4 Social connections including indicators related,t( ~ ii akaccess, relationships 
with family and friends, and loneliness. <0. ~------...___,/ ~ 

26 The recently established COVID-19 Mental Health and/JJellbeing Survey being run by 
the Ministry of Health is also a key data source. Thir survev.s over 300 New 
Zealanders per day, with the potential to report selected~ridi t ators on-a daily basis, 
as well as monitoring trends over time during the lockdov.fn period (e.g. deterioration 
in mental health). Although the Office,for DisabilitY, Issues' has begun a weekly survey 
to check in on disabled peopl~ uri?ig thi~, period,1~erJJs>a~la'ck of data on the needs 
of disabled people and the meas~ ~quired/6v~~l:l'e\ ~ ger term . 

27 In addition to official st~ , we are starting) t~ r,e~ e qualitative information from 
providers and comm'u'ni ty grdu'ps that tell t h~ sto'rv) ~ what is being experienced on 
the ground. These insights;ef're' an important addition to quantitative data. 

28 A copy of the social i~ p~ segment from the AOG monitoring report, based on the 
available,informatio~, is proviciet in Appendix Two. As anticipated, it demonstrates 
that mah y economic impacts , li'ave/become evident more quickly than social impacts. 
Income-r~lated impacts1>n,fo_Q'd'stcurity, for example, are immediately visible, while 
da't l o.fi• p~~ onal safety,aP,p ear.s) o confirm that there may be delays in reporting and 
vi~ibil!5y/ 6f 'these impact~ '\> 

2~ We ~ ill{ontinS~ to monitor these social impacts closely and as more information 
becomes afa ilable. i;o'r>example Treasury, in collaboration with MSD, Stats NZ and 
the Social W~llbeing<Agency, are working to explore the potential to bring a wellbeing 
approa:Cn' to\ dafacollection and monitoring though the economic recovery by utilising 
the Living St~~dards Framework. 

30 It is impbhYnt that we stay close to information coming to us in order to understand 
the lived/ reality of communities and priority populations. Without understanding this 
reality, we cannot prepare and respond effectively to emerging needs. 

There is considerable activity across government to mitigate social 
impacts consistent with the evidence of need 

31 As part of the immediate response, many government agencies have embarked on 
activities to mitigate the immediate social impacts associated with the lockdown 
period. These activities include: 

• a national psychosocial and mental wellbeing recovery plan, supported by 
Government's investment of $15 million in public messaging about wellbeing, 
suicide prevention and alcohol and other drug use; digital and app-based self
help tools and resources; and expansion of telehealth supports (Ministry of 
Health) 

• establishing a 'Network of Networks' to support priority groups (Caring for Our 
Communities workstream, supported by MSD and other government agencies 
and social services organisations) 

Mitigating the social impacts of COVID-19 7 
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• boosting crisis support services for family violence, including managing phone 

lines, meeting additional demand for services, and helping women and children 
access alternative accommodation should refuges be full (MSD, Joint Venture on 
Family Violence and Sexual Violence) 

• boosting funding to financial support services such as the MoneyTalks helpline 
(MSD) 

• 

• 

• 

• 

funding to support community resilience via community groups, providers, and 
NGOs, who are often best placed to meet the immediate needs of their 
communities (MSD, Department of Internal Affairs) ,') 
work to support the wellbeing of prisoners, for whom social distancing measures 
in prison can mean disruption to recreation time, health services (includi~g 
mental health), parole hearings and visits from family and(frie~ds ~ work i?,also 
underway to support people released from prison duri rtglbckdown (Corrections) 

' \ finding accommodation for rough sleepers or hom'ele'ss people>in acco~modation 
such as night shelters who were not able to prl ccfce; social distancing~making 
them especially vulnerable to COVID-19 (MHUD,' MSD;'MBIE and others) ' 

V,? \) ---> 
mobilising and pivoting Whanau Ora to providevsupport ranging from care 
packages to more complex navigational suppor-Vas economic and psychosocial 
pressures increase (Whanau Ora Commissioning Ag€ncy). 

32 It is worth highlighting that some<i'nitiatives undertak¥n--response to COVID-19 are 
likely to result in positive social'im~a'ct's i n the long'r;u~,, \slich:'as the provision of 
digital connection for school-ag"e~' QJ ilciren . Oth·er~~iti at'i1/~s provide a unique 
opportunity to address,,perenr:,ial issue's deemed'\im)>'o's~ible or unfeasible such as the . << ,, /. \ 's:_ \· 
housing of rough sleepers an).homeless at~ lert le0els 4 and 3. 

The collaboratiof ttaat ~ have seen to~ ate - particularly from iwi, 
communities and NGOs' - ~ ill be a critical component of the 
ongoing response and reco✓~v efforts 
33 Commu~ities have mobilise~ a; dly in response to the crisis, including ensuring 

P,ubliS,health messaging\ is~ act id311y explained and translated where appropriate, 
st ah ding,,up\ communit< te'sti~st:ations (e.g. South Seas Health Care and Kaitaia 

~ Testi~g,,.St ations), prepari r1 g' and delivering essential goods packages (e.g. Whanau 
"'-'\Ora,.-cofumissidr-i ing agencY-led hygiene, care and food packages); and ensuring 

<> s¥Pports to maintai wfo'mmunity resilience remain a~ailable (~.g. Vodafone and Spark 
'1/have r~af hed out to the government to ensure the nght websites are zero-rated and 
· lo~ eost internet options are available). 

34 <:;Thf~tributions of our Treaty partner are particularly worth highlighting. Maori (and 
/ Pacifi<::_peoples) have historically suffered a disproportionate impact from influenza, 
V both~ uring early contact with Europeans, and in the 1918 epidemic. Together with 

~ oritemporary high-risk factors, this means Maori leadership is especially focused on 
"/ a proactive public health response and management of ongoing economic and social 
\, impacts. 

·35 Many iwi have played a significant role in supporting Maori within their respective 
rohe, showing agility to mobilise and organise effectively as well as being better 

- connected than government to hard to reach individuals, households, and 
communities. The immediate focus has been to ensure that whanau have access to 
essential services and supplies. Maori communities are responding to COVID- 19 and 
the long-term underlying issues both conventionally, and through the Maori world 
lens of "protecting the whakapapa". It is important, though, to note that not all 
communities are equally resourced to mobilise in the same manner. Daily iwi/Crown 
engagement has meant quick cut through on issues and that the Government COVID-
19 response (including the specific Maori funding package) can incorporate iwi 
concerns. 

36 As we prepare for the reset and revitalise phase of the economic and social response 
to COVID-19 there is an opportunity to build on efforts of the immediate response. 

Mitigating the social impacts of COVID-19 8 
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Such an approach would mean not returning to the 'Business as Usual' mentality, but 
rather transitioning to a new approach that capitalises on the ingenuity and 
collaboration of the past two months in the way government works across New 
Zealand, including: 

36.1 in partnership with iwi and Maori communities - the Iwi Chairs, through Te 
Arawhiti, have been clear that they want to be a partner in planning and local 
decision-making that affects their people and rohe. A redoubling of efforts to 
reset the Crown's relationship consistently across all iwi and Maori communities 
who seek partnership is critical, or we risk losing any gains made over recent 
years to reduce inequities. 

36.2 through nationally enabled, but locally led change - the transition from the 
immediate emergency response led by Civil Defence Emergency Management 
(CDEM) to longer term recovery led by the relevant social sector agencies, 
presents the best opportunity to put into practice the objectives of the Public 
Service Reforms to improve the way central government works in order to 
promote integrated services and support regions to set priorities and drive 
change. 

36.3 in collaboration with the NGO and philanthropic sectors - the immediate 
response to COVID-19 required government agencies to work with providers in a 
flexible and streamlined manner to address urgent community needs; putting 
the Social Sector Commissioning work programme straight into practice. There 
is an opportunity to maintain that momentum and realise a future vision for how 
the different parts of the social sector can work together on a shared 
commitment to driving innovation in services to achieve outcomes. 

There are opportunities to oversee the Government's wellbeing 
agenda in light of the anticipated social impacts of COVID-19, and to 
make lasting change to enduring issues surrounding social wellbeing 

37 As New Zealand moves out of the immediate response to COVID-19, it is clear that 
efforts to mitigate social impacts and support New Zealand's communities require a 
unique and prolonged approach. 

38 Working to mitigate these social impacts provides us with the opportunity to adopt 
some of the mentality and innovation used while responding to the immediate 
COVID-19 crisis and continue making lasting change to enduring social issues such as 
homelessness and insecure housing, family violence, suicide, child poverty, poor 
mental health and the inequalities that have long persisted. The experience of recent 
months, and including events in 2019, shows that the Government can move quickly 
to implement a range of measures and supports when it is critical to do so. This 
ability to work so responsively and collaboratively in a time of crisis raises questions 
about what can and should be achieved under more normal circumstances. 

39 In your role as SWC Chair, you have the opportunity to oversee the Government's 
priorities and wellbeing agenda in light of the anticipated social impacts of COVID-19 
and ensure that responses are evidence-based and tailored to the needs of 
communities. Effective post COVID-19 recovery will require a continued collaborative 
approach and up-to-date information on social impacts as they emerge. 

40 The table at Appendix Three provides additional information about what 
government agencies are hearing from across their own networks and also outlines 
further opportunities to consider a re-balancing of programmes mitigating the 
medium-term social impacts across different population groups. 

41 We propose that you direct MSD in collaboration with relevant social sector agencies 
and the Caring for Our Communities workstream to prepare a Cabinet paper, in 
conjunction with the All of Government Caring for Our Communities workstream, that 
provides an overview of the social impacts of COVID-19. 

42 This approach could assist in setting the scene (acting as a 'chapeau paper') for 
further analysis of the social impacts of COVID-19 on particular cohorts and cross 
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cutting themes. We would expect a tailored paper for SWC would provide an overview 
to be followed by more focused reports on mitigating social impacts on particular 
cohorts and cross-cutting themes, presented by the relevant Ministers. These reports 
could include: 

42.1 child and youth focused analysis and advice in line with the Child and Youth 
Wellbeing Strategy (CYWS), with advice on how to respond to new needs and 
community partnership opportunities, including actions that could form part of 
an Oranga Tamariki Action Plan (OTAP). The OTAP is itself an action under the 
CYWS that will set out a plan by children's agencies for improving the wellbeing 
of the core populations of interest to Oranga Tamariki. 

42.2 homelessness and housing, including more co-ordinated services and 
supports for people across the lower end of the housing market with a focus on 
a sustainable housing solution. 

42.3 the psychosocial response and recovery planning led by the Ministry of 
Health as well as the whole-of-government response to the Government Inquiry 
into Mental Health and Addiction. 

42.4 an update on the efforts of the Joint Venture for family violence and sexual 
violence, including those actions needed to ensure the right supports and 
services are available, including actions on the prevention of family and sexual 
violence. 

42.5 responding to the needs of Maori, with reference to COVID-19 exacerbating 
long-term underlying issues, and a work programme to include a focus on 
community resilience and economic sustainability. 

42.6 a report on disabled people, which will focus on the accessibil ity work 
programme to support disabled people and other population groups through the 
COVID-19 period and beyond (currently anticipated for June) . 

43 These additional reports to SWC would provide more detail about the known social 
impacts as they continue to emerge, the main community and government 
responses, particular areas of concern, and what work can be galvanised to bring 
about more lasting change. 

Next Steps 

44 We will provide you with further briefings and an opportunity to discuss this report 
with officials at your next meeting with MSD Officials in the week of 18 May. 

45 If you consider a chapeau paper to SWC of value, we can have a paper prepared for 
you to circulate for Ministerial consultation this week and consideration by SWC in 
late May. 

46 A copy of this report will also be circulated to members of the Social Wellbeing Board 
for noting for its meeting of 20 May 2020. 

Appendices 

Appendix 1 - Rapid Evidence Review on mitigating the immediate and medium-term social 
and psychosocial impacts of COVID-19 

Appendix 2 - Social Impacts section of the AOG Weekly Monitoring Report (5 May 2020) 

Appendix 3 - Activities and social impacts by population group 
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MINISTRY OF SOCIAL 
DEVELOPMENT 
TE MANATU WHAKAHIAlO ORA 

Date: 27 May 2020 Security Level: IN CONFIDENCE 

To: Hon. Carmel Sepuloni, Minister for Social Development 

Treatment of redundancy payments - update 

Purpose 

.. 

1 This report provides an update on our investigation into the treatment of redundancy 
payments. 

Recommended actions 

It is recommended that you: 

1 Note we have found no systemic issue in how MSD have treated redundancy payments 

2 Note that our policy guidance, training and IT system is accurate and reflects the Social 
Security Act 2018 (the Act) and Social Security Regulations 2018 (the Regulations). 

3 Note that a sample of cases have been reviewed and a small number of errors have 
been found. 

4 Note the actions MSD will take to address previous errors and mitigate the risk of further 
mistakes which includes clarifying our core MAP guidance and carrying out internal 
communications to staff to ensure staff know how to treat redundancy payments 

5 Note that MSD has developed a process to manage queries from people who contact us 
if they believe their entitlement or commencement date has been incorrectly assessed 

6 Note that MSD is reviewing 355 queries that we have received (as at 25 May) in relation 
to the treatment of redundancy payments 

7 Note that we will provide you with an update on our progress in July. 

Date / 1 

Hon Carmel Sepulon\ Date 
Minister for Social Development 

The Aurora Centre, 56 The Terrace, PO Box 1556, Well ington - Telephone 04-916 3300 - Facs1m1le 04-918 0099 



Background 

2 On 15 May 2020 we provided you with a report which outlined why we do not believe 
there is a systemic problem with how MSD treats redundancy payments. This was based 
on the fact that our policy guidance, training and IT system Is aligned with the Act and 
Regulations [REP/20/5/532]. 

3 The report also included findings of a small sample of 38 cases where some errors were 
found, but showed that generally, decision making was consistent with our policy 
guidance, and that it reflected the rules in the Act and Regulations. 

Updated sample and findings { ~ 
4 MSD has reviewed a further random sample of 185 client files where there was potential 

for a redundancy payment to be assessed incorrectly. ~ Y' 
5 Of the 185 client files reviewed, 2.7 percent were found to be incorrectly assessed: 

• 56 clients (30.3 percent) received a redundancy payment ~ "V 
• 51 of the 56 clients (91.1 percent) did not have their redundancy payments 

Included when determining entitlement or commencement~Jte, and therefore 
were assessed correctly ~ 

• 5 of the 56 clients had redundancy payments include~ the assessment of their 
entitlement or commencement date and ther5f6;;' have been incorrectly 
assessed . ~~ 

6 The findings of this updated sample reiterate the ~ ngs from our earlier report. For 
the majority of cases we sampled, MSD are followi~g the rules and there is not an Issue 
with the treatment of redundancy payments''-" 

7 For the 5 cases from our updated sami:i(e'~ at have been incorrectly assessed, we will 
,, '' investigate further, and any errors wll~ e addressed. 

Next Steps 0<v, 
8 MSD has discussed the issue~nd findings with the National Benefit Advocates and 

Community Law, and will continue to work with them as this work progresses. 

9 We will address any errfoif.t'hat are found in cases that come to our attention and 
mitigate the risk of fun:~{ mistakes. We will prioritise those people who are currently 
on benefit. ~ V 

Process for correcting'errors 

10 MSD has im~ m; nted a process to manage queries in relation to the treatment of 
redundancy(p,ayments. 

11 The proc~ includes a form which a person can complete if they think MSD has made a 
mis(ak~ in their benefit calculation with respect to redundancy payments. 

V 
12.Qlte, process, form and key information explaining exactly how redundancy payments 
~ re treated wi ll be available on our website by the end of the week. 

13 As at 26 May, MSO has received 355 queries which we are working through. We will 
provide an update on progress In July. 

Clarifying MAP 

14 We are preparing improvements to our core MAP guidance. An extensive review of our 
core policy guidelines confirms that the information available to staff accurately reflects 
the rules, however we will be improving the structure and flow of information to provide 
the highest degree or clarity to staff. A consolidation of all the Information Into one 
place Is also underway. This will ensure staff will know exactly how to treat redundancy 
payments, so to minimise any further errors. 

Treatment of redundancy payments - update 2 



Website content 

15 We have reviewed our website content and ensured it accurately reflects policy and 
current rules. We will update our website with information relating to the process, form 
and key information. 

Stakeholder communications 

16 Internal communications will be issued to staff with information clarifying the rules and 
policy relating to the treatment of redundancy payments. The communications will also 
include details on the process, form and key information to manage the queries we 
receive. 

17 We will work with your office on our communications to external stakeholders. 

REP/20/5/558 

Author: 9<2}(a} - Lead DCE Advisor, Service Delivery 

Responsible manager: Dr Simone Bull - Director DCE Office, Service Delivery 
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COVID-19 
Response 
Focus 

Key 
Assessments & 
Updates 

Income support 
and wage 
subsidy 

In-Confidence 

MSD's focus is on ensuring the following essential services continue: 

• delivery of benefit payments, subsidies, financial support, emergency 
housing services, public and transitional housing, and employment 
services 

• redeployment of workers into essential services, and 
• ensuring service providers continue to operate, both essential and 

some additional services available in prevention and navigation. 

MSD Critical Workforce Demand Summary 
MSO continues to process large volumes of applications, calls, appointments 

and onl ine traffic. 

We are making good progress in processing wage subsidies. 

As at 29 April : 

• 543,952 applications for Wage and Leave Subsidies (since 16 March) 

• Of these, 430,745 have been approved supporting 1,709,048 peop le 

• $10.541b subsidy applications paid 
• There are 7,492 applications pending, 

r 
• 23,404 calls were answered across Work and Income, Seniors, Studytink, 

Housing and Wage subsidy contact centres 
~ 

• 97,451 logins to MyMSB online service 

As at 11pm on 29 Apr'il,,MSD ri~s received a total of 543,952 applications for 
Wage and Leave Subsidies (2,369 new since yesterday): 

• Wage Subsiay 288,821 

• 
' • 
• , 

-Modifiecl wage subsidy 224,785 

> Leave payment 26,140 

Essential Worke~ 4,205 

Of these, 430,745 have been approved, 34,718 have been declined, and 
70,997 have been closed. A total of $10.541 billion has been paid to date 
benefiting a total of 1,709,048 {1,492,680 employees and 216,368 Sole 
Traders). 

On Friday 24 April, an expansion of the COVID-19 leave support for workers 
was announced. Under the broadened criteria, the COVID-19 Leave Support 
Scheme will be available to all businesses, organisations, and self-employed 
people, not just essential services. This is on track to go live tomorrow, Friday 
1 May, at 12pm. 

A dedicated MSD investigations team is working with IRD and MBIE to carry 
out an assurance and audit process of the wage subsidy scheme. This work is 
overseen by a team of 104 fraud experts and investigators. The audit process 
will identify cases that may require investigation. As at 24 April, MSD had 
completed 2,435 random and targeted audits, resolved 88 of 292 allegations 
received, received $6.9m of $16.2m in voluntary refunds, and requested 
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Move to Alert 
Level 3 and 
readiness for 
Alert Level 2 

MSD 
Crltlcal 
Workforce 
Demand 

In-Confidence 

refunds from 56 applicants totalling $168,000. We are receiving more 
voluntary refund requests than we can currently process. 

Employment 
• We have a strong focus on helping people into employment and we 

expect many of our new clients will be work-ready. 
• MSD is delivering a suite of employment service initiatives to ensure we 

can effectively engage with more people and Keep New Zealanders 
Working. These initiatives include: 

o A Rapid Return to Work Service - a new phone service for 
clients who've lost their jobs because of COVID-19, giving 
practical support with CV writing, skills assessment, job market 
navigation and connection with current vacancies. 

o Opening 35 virtual employment centres, wo~ng with 
employers and job seekers over the phone and o{lline. These 
sites are closed to the public. / \ 

o Our Employer Engagement Campaig - engagement with 
employers receiving the COVID-1-9 wage subsidy to gather intel ,,. 
and promote services available to t em and their staff. This 
initiative is region-based. 

o A ney,, online recruitment tool to connect employers with people 
looking for work. Employers wiil be able to list jobs on the 
platform and anyone lookiQQ for work (both MSD and non-MSD 
jobseekers} Will be able lg rr;gister and apply for them directly. 

~ ">' 

Our sites will reopen under A1
1
ert Level 2. Planning is underway, considering 

cleaning standards, security needs, signage, guides for our staff and clients, 
how many sites will be open, how the appointment process will work, and how 
to control access. 

National Office will see more staff coming back to work as we move into Alert 
Level 2. We are considering how we can support some staff back into the office, 
While also ensuring physical distancing rules stay in place. Some staff have 

·b_een feeling anxious about coming back into the office, so work is being done 
on how we can support their mental health and wellbeing. 

,,,We are also thinking about how we can continue to support our staff working 
from home - with physical tools, digital tools, communications and training, and 
health, safety and wellbeing. 

• All Work and Income service centres are closed for face to face 
appointments. Services are being provided online or via the phone. 

• Teams of MSD staff have been redeployed to process the large 
volume of subsidy applications received. MSD has hired 299 new 
staff for client facing roles and 388 in total, since 18 March. 

We expect benefit applications to increase going forward. We have begun 
considering what our future demand might be, when it will land, how we will 
reprioritise and train our staff to meet this demand, and what recruitment may 
be necessary. Work to streamline the application process continues. 

Call centres 
• We have been working hard to get wait times down across our phone 

lines so our clients can auicklv access helo. Call volumes remain high 
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In-Confidence 

- however, average wait times across all lines yesterday was 
approximately 5 minutes, down from more than two hours at 
their peak. 

• Increased wait times were due to increased call volumes, after the 
long weekend and move into Alert Level 3. We returned wait times to 
normal levels yesterday. 

• High levels of online service continue. On 27 April , there were 97,451 
logins to MyMSD. 

Exposure to COVID-19 

• All MSD service centres are closed to the public. Staff continue to 
work in those sites to call clients and process applications. ' 

• To date, MSD has had 67 sites impacted by a staff member with 
actual or suspected COVID-19 symptoms or close contact with 
someone who has actual or suspected COVID-19. All sites are now 
reopened for staff to continue to work. 

• From 19th March up to 29 April, a total of 116 staff members have 
been tested for COVID-19. Of these, 107 have returned a negative 
result, two have tested positive for COVID-19 and cle remaining 7 are 
waiting for their result. 

MSD - Welfare 
Family and sexual violence 

• A new family violence campaign - It's Still OK to Ask for Help -
update began yesterday, 29 April. It's delivered by MSD's It's not OK 

campaign team, and is part of the ·Joint N'enture family and sexual 
violence response to COVID-19. 

• Ads will play on television, radio and in digital and social media 
channels. The campaign-links people to the Family Violence 
information line and safebubble.org.nz 

[ • This phase will be quickly followed by more targeted messages for 
victims and perp'etr~ ors and different communities and populations, 
all encouraging people to seek help. A third phase will focus on 
strategies and messages for men worried about using violence. 

• To date 123 grants totalling $5.25m have been approved to providers 
del,ivering family and sexual violence crisis response services, 

' 
,·< inclu"djng a grant of $1.64m for the 41 refuges affiliated to National 

Collective of Independent Women's Refuges. 
':i,,._ • We estimate this funding will support 4,800 people. 

' Provision of Food 
~ • As part of the community funding package, MSD offered interim 

funding to foodbanks until CDEM funding mechanisms are established 
and meeting funding needs. 

• MSD has approved interim funding totalling $260,000 to support 
foodbank organisations. Primarily food requests will now be managed 
by CDEM, with MSD continuing to bridge the gap where the provider 

' does not meet CDEM criteria. 
I 

• We are planning further work regarding a longer-term food security 
strategy. 

Supporting Maori and Pacific whanau and communities 

• MSD continues to meet regularly, alongside other agencies, with the 
lwi Chairs Forum, to discuss operational needs and responses, along 
with future focused strategic activity. 

• We have ongoing information coming through E To Whanau and 
Pacific providers about the on the ground issues that community 
networks and groups are seeing. Where there are specific issues 
around provision of essential items, we connect our providers with 
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In Confidence 

CDEM, provide funding directly and or make sure that they know 
about the Community Awareness and Preparedness Grant fund. 

• MSD will distribute $3.5 million in funding over the next six months to 
support providers assisting Maori and Pacific families to meet 
increased costs. 

• Through E Tu Whanau we have processed payments for 39 groups 
totalling $990k. The groups have ranged from lwi organisations to 
small local groups who have reached out to isolated community 
members. 

• Many of our Pacific providers have received funding from community 
grants as an initial fund and we are working with them on a more 
sustainable approach. These grants cover a broader range of regions. 

Acute welfare needs in Queenstown 
• The local CDEM group is now conducting needs assessments for all 

foreign nationals in Queenstown. 
• MFAT is working closely with foreign missions to ensure support is 

provided for this group. 

Communications strategy 
• Work is beginning on a Ministry-wide Alert Level 2 communications 

approach for staff, clients, and providers. 
• We are promoting our Kee'p New Zealand Working package, on social 

media and the Work and Income website. ,, .... ' 
' 

All of Government Contribution and Support , 
Community - • Government agencies ai'e encourag~d to refer to the Where to go for 
Vulnerable Services and Suppc;,rrguidan~ on the MSD website, as noted in NCMC 
Communities 06 Apri l Tactical Insights ,Report, paragraph 25. 

Wider welfare 
status and 
response 

Outreach Calling Campaign to vulnerable clients 

• Under the Caring for Communities workstream, MSD will continue 
working with a range of partners to continue outreach to the over 70 
group. Community groups are well progressed with calls to disabled 

< people, ahd people with chronic health conditions. 
• As at end of day Wednesday 29 April, around 106,320 calls have been 

made across all priority levels, with the majority of people coping well 

• 

~ and receiving support from family or other support networks. Of these 
calls, approximately 3,000 (2.8%) have been referred for support 
services. 
We have now completed 88% of calls to the highest priority group of 
older clients. Calls to other priority groups of older clients have started, 
with around 5,900 calls made to date. 

• Calls to Maori and Pacific peoples are progressing, with 2,730 calls 
made for older Maori, and 358 calls made to older Pacific peoples. 

In-home childcare for essential workers 

• As at 30 April $2.6m has been committed to the delivery of childcare 
services. This has reduced from last week ($3.33m), as a number of 
providers have sought to reduce their contracted hours due to lower 
parent demand or workforce constraints. This also factors in the 
additional funding required for the extended period of two weeks. 

• Consideration is underway as to extending the contract beyond 8 May. 
We have also started working through Alert Level 2 options in this space. 

• Under Alert Level 3, MSD is continuing to fund providers to deliver in
home childcare (for 5 to 14 year-olds) for COVID-19 essential workers. 

• The service is fully funded until 8 May 2020. 
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In-Confidence 

Essential social service providers 

• There are 917 approved essential social services who will continue to be 
able to support communities under Alert Level 3. 

• The second drop of PPE to providers will be complete by EOD tomorrow. 
• Our focus is on continued support to providers to respond to their 

community's immediate needs. 
• We are continuing to maintain the essential services register through 

alert level 3 to ensure that we are prepared if we need to revert back to 
alert level 4 and to ensure. 

• We are starting to get in touch with providers who will be able to provide 
services in Alert Level 2, to find out what their capacity is. 

• Through the funding allocated to disability services we have approved 
$2.9m which is supporting almost 68,000 people. This funding is used to 
support disabled people's wellbeing through the continuation of 
vocational day services in different fonnats over the next six·months. 
There will be no change to this scheme under Alert Level 3. 

Housing 
/\ 

• We have prepared staff in our regions to respond to a likely increase in 
demand for emergency housing as we move into Alert_Level 3. 

• Under Alert Level 3, housing needs assessment_s will be completed by a 
small (virtual) centralised team, and will on y be done for people living in 
emergency housing. 

• We will also focus on re-commencing lacements into Public and 
Transitional Housing. ~ ' · 

• MSD and HUD have provided advice to Housing providers to support the 
safe re-commencement ofplacements into Public and Transitional 
housing in line with Ministry of Health guidance. 

• MBIE's Temporary Accommodation Service has agreed to share 
information with MSD on the projected numbers of people arriving in NZ 
and updates on repatriation flights coming into Wellington and 
Christchurch so that MSD can support that activity. 
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Key Contacts & Sign-off 

Key Contacts Role/Function Email 

DCE COVID-19 
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Next SltRep due Wednesda}'. 8 AQril 2020 
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COVID-19 
Response 
Focus 

Key 
Assessments & 
Updates 

Income support 
and wage 
subsidy 

In-Confidence 

MSD's focus is on ensuring the following essential services continue: 

• delivery of benefit payments, subsidies, financial support, emergency 
housing services, public and transitional housing, and employment 
services 

• redeployment of workers into essential services, and 
• ensuring service providers continue to operate, both essential and 

some additional services available in prevention and navigation. 

MSD Critical Workforce Demand Summary 
MSD continues to process large volumes of applications, calls appointments 

and online traffic. 

We are making good progress in processing wage subsidies. 
(' 

As at 3 May: 
• 550,050 applications for Wage and Leave Subsidies (since 16 March) 
• Of these, 435,875 have been approved, supporting 1,720,008 people 
• $1 0.6b subsidy applications paid 
• There are 6,608 applications pending 

On 3 May: 

• 60,473 logins to MyMSD onlin~ service 

• Our call centres were closed yesterday, Sunday 3 April. 

As at 11pm on 3 May, MSD has received a total of 550,050 applications for 
Wage and Leave Subsidies (922new since yesterday): 

• Wage Subsidy 288,822 

• Modifi~ wage subsidy 230,469 

• Leave payment 26,141 

1

~ Essential Worker 4.423 

• Leave Support 195 

, of these, 435,875 have been approved, 35,603 have been declined, and 
71,964 have been closed. A total of $1 0.6 billion has been paid to date 
benefiting a total of 1,720,008 (1,501,039 employees and 218,969 Sole 
Traders). 

The expanded Leave Support Scheme successfully went live on Friday 1 May. 
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Move to Alert 
Level 3 and 
readiness for 
Alert Level 2 

MSD 
Crttlcal 
Workforce 
Demand 

ln•Confidence 

Employment 

MSD is delivering a suite of employment service initiatives to ensure we can 
effectively engage with more people and Keep New Zealanders Working. These 
initiatives include: a Rapid Return to Work phone service supporting clients 
who've lost their jobs because of COVID-19 back into work; 35 virtual 
employment centres, working with employers and job seekers over the phone 
and online; an Employer Engagement Campaign with employers receiving the 
COVID-19 wage subsidy to promote MSD services; and a new online 
recruitment tool to connect employers wrth people looking for work . 

The online recruitment tool is off to a great start As of 12am 4 May there were: 

• 9,094 job seekers 

• 181 employers 

• 2,438 job vacancies 

• 31 jobs successfully filled in under a week. 

Our focus this week is undertaking a stocktake of how well these initiatives have 
been tracking, and working with our frontline staff to ensure good and continued 
use of these tools. 

As benefit numbers continue to increase, we are seeing higher rates of people 
entering the benefit system who-have never been on a benefit before. This 
includes some higher skilled~groups requiring a different service levels than ., 
MSD's more traditional client groups. 

This week, we are expanding our health and safety guidelines under Alert Level 
2 for staff working from home, as well as guidance for our leaders to help staff 
decide whether to come into the office at Alert Level 2. 

Work on the readying our sites to open under Alert Level 2 is ongoing. This 
week: 

• Our leadership team will confim, which sites will reopen 
• We will finalise: 

o our site opening plan 
o site capacity 
o our staff plan 
o security arrangements 
o and health & safety guides (including hygiene, physical 

distancing and contract tracing). 

All Work and Income service centres are closed for face to face appointments. 
Services are being provided online or via the phone. 

Teams of MSD staff have been redeployed to process the large volume of 
subsidy applications received. MSD has hired 299 new staff for client facing 
roles and 388 in total, since 18 March. 

We expect new benefit applications to continue to increase going 
forward. Planning around future demand continues, including how we will 
reprioritise and train our staff to meet this demand, and what recruitment may 
be necessary. We have drafted a recruitment strategy to respond to increased 
demand. This paper is with senior leadership for approval. 
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MSD - Welfare 
update 

In-Confidence 

Work to streamline the application process continues. As of Sunday 3 May, 
clients are now be able to upload their own, or their partner's, documents into 
MyMSO when they apply for a main benefrt or pension. 

Call centres 
• Our call centres were closed yesterday, Sunday 6 May. 

• High levels of online service continue. On 3 May, there were 60,473 
logins to MyMSD. 

Exposure to COVID-19 

• All MSD service centres are closed to the public. Staff continue to 
work in those sites to call clients and process applications. 

• To date, MSD has had 68 sites impacted by a staff member with 
actual or suspected COVID-19 symptoms or close contact with 
someone who has actual or suspected COVID-19. All sites are now 
reopened for staff to continue to work. 

• From 19th March up to 4 May, a total of 135 staff m'embers have been 
tested for COVID-19. Of these, 127 have returned a negative result, 
two have tested positive for COV ID-19 ang the remaining 6 are 
waiting for their result. 

\. 

Family and sexual violence , 
• To date 123 grants totalling $5.25m have been approved to providers 

delivering family and sexual violence crisis response services, 
including a grant of $1.64m for the 41 refuges affiliated to National 
Collective of Independent W..omer's Refuges. 

• We estimate this funding will support 4,800 people. 

Supporting Maori and Paciffc whanau and communities 

( 

• We are continuing to connect with our ethnic communities over the 
radio. We have set up one interview per day this week, w ith various 
communities. 

' • Through E TO Whanau we have processed payments for 39 groups 
totalling $990k. The groups have ranged from lwi organisations to 
small local groups who have reached out to isolated community 
members . 

......._ • Many of our Pacific providers have received funding from community 
,........, grants as an initial fund and we are working with them on a more 

) sustainable approach. These grants cover a broader range of regions. 

Acute welfare needs In Queenstown 
• The local CDEM group is now conducting needs assessments for all 

foreign nationals in Queenstown. 
• MFAT is working closely with foreign missions to ensure support is 

provided for this group. 

Communications strategy 
• Across our social media channels, we have been promoting our It's 

Still OK to Ask for Help campaign and information on how to apply for 
a food grant on MyMSD. 

• We continue to reach out to our regions via radio. Our regional 
commissioner in Taranaki and King Country has been interviewed on 
various local radio stations, promoting our services and programmes 
available for businesses and individuals. 

• Work is continuing on an Alert Level 2 communications approach for 
staff, clients, and providers. 
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All of Government Contribution and Support 
Community - Government agencies are encouraged to refer to the Where to go for Services 
Vulnerable and Support guidance on the MSD website, as noted in NCMC 06 April Tactical 
Communities Insights Report, paragraph 25. 

Wider welfare 
status and 
response 

Outreach Calling Campaign to vulnerable clients 

• Under the Caring for Communities workstream, MSD will continue 
working with a range of partners to continue outreach to the over 70 
group. Community groups are well progressed with calls to disabled 
people, and people with chronic health conditions. 

• As at end of day Sunday 3 May, around 111,240 calls have been made 
across all priority levels, with the majority of people coping well and 
receiving support from family or other support networks. Of these calls, 
approximately 3, 120 (2.8%) have been referred for support services. 

• We have now completed 91 % of calls to the highest priority group of 
older clients. Calls to other priority groups of older clie~ts have started, 
with around 8,090 calls made to date. (\_ 

• Calls to Maori and Pacific peoples are progressing, With 3,280 calls 
made for older Maori, and 1,085 calls made' to older Pacific peoples. 

Essential social service providers 

• We continue to work with our providers to find out their availability at 
Alert Level 2 - whether they:"can provide services and what kind of 
funding they might need. 1 

• We are continuing tomaintain the essential services register through 
alert level 3 to ensure th~t we are prepared if we need to revert back to 
alert level 4 and to ensure. 

• Through the funding allocated to disability services we have approved 
$3m which is supporting almost 68,000 people. 

Housing 

• There has been an increase of approximately 800 clients into 
Emergency Housing since lockdown. 

• Placements into Public and Transitional Housing have recommenced. 
There will be a 5-8 week delay before we see any significant volumes of 

, supply come on due to COVID restrictions. 
V • MSD has asked MBIEs Temporary Accommodation Service to direct 

clients requiring income assistance for housing to resume using our BAU 
phone and digital channels. 

• Repatriation flights have started arriving into Christchurch, the MSD 
Regional Team has stood up a similar response to Auckland to support 
those who need MSD services. 

• MSD continues to work closely with the Housing Provider Sector 
including Community Housing Aotearoa and Te Matapihi. 
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COVI0-19 
Response 
Focus 

Key 
Assessments & 
Updates 

Income support 
and wage 
subsidy 

In-Confidence 

MSD's focus is on ensuring the following essential services continue: 

• delivery of benefit payments, subsidies, financial support, emergency 
housing services, public and transitional housing, and employment 
services 

• redeployment of workers into essential services, and 
• ensuring service providers continue to operate, both essential and 

some additional services available in prevention and navigation. 

MSD Critical Workforce Demand Summary 
MSD continues to process large volumes of applications, calls, appointments 

and online traffic. 

We are making good progress in processing wage subsidies. 
(' 

As at 3 May: 

• 550,050 applications for Wage and Leave Subsidies (since 16 March) 

• Of these, 435,875 have been approved, supporting 1,720,008 people 

• $10.6b subsidy applications paid 

• There are 6,608 applications pending 

On 3 May: 

• 60,473 logins to MyMSD online service 
~'y) 

• Our call centres were closed yestercfay, Sunday 3 April. 

As at 11pm on 3 May> MSD has reJived a total of 550,050 applications for 
Wage and Leave Subsidies {922new since yesterday): 

• Wage Subsidy 288,822 

• Modified wage subsidy 230,469 

• Leave payment 26,141 

• Essential Worker 4,423 

• Leave Support 195 

Of these, 435,875 have been approved, 35,603 have been declined, and 
71,964 have been closed. A total of $10.6 billion has been paid to date 
benefiting a total of 1,720,008 (1,501,039 employees and 218,969 Sole 
Traders). 

The expanded Leave Support Scheme successfully went live on Friday 1 May. 
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Move to Alert 
Level 3 and 
readiness for 
Alert Level 2 

MSD 
Crltlcal 
Workforce 
Demand 

In-Confidence 

Employment 

MSD is delivering a suite of employment service initiatives to ensure we can 
effectively engage with more people and Keep New Zealanders Working. These 
initiatives include: a Rapid Return to Work phone service supporting clients 
who've lost their jobs because of COVID-19 back into work; 35 virtual 
employment centres, working with employers and job seekers over the phone 
and online; an Employer Engagement Campaign with employers receiving the 
COVID-19 wage subsidy to promote MSD services; and a new online 
recruitment tool to connect employers with people looking for work. 

The online recruitment tool is off to a great start. As of 12am 4 May there were: 

• 9,094 job seekers 
(' 

• 181 employers 

• 2,438 job vacancies I 
• 31 jobs successfully filled in under a week . "' 

Our focus this week is undertaking a stocktake of how well these initiatives have 
been tracking, and working with our frontline staff to ensure good and continued 
use of these tools. 

As benefit numbers continue to increase, we are seeing higher rates of people 
entering the benefit system who have never been on a benefit before. This 
includes some higher skilled groups requiring a different service levels than 
MSD's more traditional client groups. , 

This week, we are expanding our health and safety guidelines under Alert Level 
2 for staff working from home, as well as guidance for our leaders to help staff 
decide whether to come into the office at Alert Level 2. 

Work on the readying our sites to open under Alert Level 2 is ongoing. This 
week: 

• 
• 

Our leadership team will confinn which sites will reopen 
We will finalise: 

o our site opening plan 
o site capacity 
o our staff plan 
o security arrangements 
o and health & safety guides (including hygiene, physical 

distancing and contract tracing). 

All Work and Income service centres are closed for face to face appointments. 
Services are being provided online or via the phone. 

Teams of MSD staff have been redeployed to process the large volume of 
subsidy applications received. MSD has hired 299 new staff for client facing 
roles and 388 in total, since 18 March. 

We expect new benefit applications to continue to increase going 
forward. Planning around future demand continues, including how we will 
reprioritise and train our staff to meet this demand, and what recruitment may 
be necessary. We have drafted a recruitment strategy to respond to increased 
demand. This paper is with senior leadership for approval. 
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MSD - Welfare 
update 

In-Confidence 

Work to streamline the application process continues. As of Sunday 3 May, 
clients are now be able to upload their own. or their partner's, documents into 
MyMSD when they apply for a main benefit or pension. 

Call centres 
• Our call centres were closed yesterday, Sunday 6 May. 
• High levels of online service continue. On 3 May, there were 60,473 

logins to MyMSD. 

Exposure to COVID-19 

• All MSD service centres are closed to the public. Staff continue to 
work in those sites to call clients and process applications. 

• To date, MSD has had 68 sites impacted by a staff membeF with 
actual or suspected COVID-19 symptoms or close contact with 
someone who has actual or suspected COVID-19. All sites are now 
reopened for staff to continue to work. 

• From 19th March up to 4 May, a total of 135 staff members have been 
tested for COVID-19. Of these, 127 have returned a negative result, 
two have tested positive for COVID-19 and the remaining 6 are 
waiting for their result. 

-Family and sexual violence 
• To date 123 grants totalling $5.25m h~ve been approved to providers 

delivering family and sexual viole, ce crisis response services, 
including a grant of $1.64fn for the 41 refuges affiliated to National 
Collective of Independent Women's Refuges. 

• We estimate this fy_ndirig will support 4,800 people. , 
Supporting Maori and Pacmc whanau and communities 

/ 

> 

• We are continuing to connect with our ethnic communities over the 
radio. W.e have set up one interview per day this week, with various 
communities. ,, 

• Through E TO Whanau we have processed payments for 39 groups 
totalling $990k. The groups have ranged from lwi organisations to 
small (ocal groups who have reached out to isolated community 
members. 

• Many of our Pacific providers have received funding from community 
grants as an initial fund and we are working with them on a more 
sustainable approach. These grants cover a broader range of regions. 

Acute welfare needs in Queenstown 
• The local CDEM group is now conducting needs assessments for all 

foreign nationals in Queenstown. 
• MFAT is working closely with foreign missions to ensure support is 

provided for this group. 

Communications strategy 
• Across our social media channels, we have been promoting our It's 

Still OK to Ask for Help campaign and information on how to apply for 
a food grant on MyMSD. 

• We continue to reach out to our regions via radio. Our regional 
commissioner in Taranaki and King Country has been interviewed on 
various local radio stations, promoting our services and programmes 
available for businesses and individuals. 

• Work is continuing on an Alert l evel 2 communications approach for 
staff, clients, and providers. 
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In-Confidence 

All of Government Contribution and Su ort 
Community - Government agencies are encouraged to refer to the Where to go for Services 
Vulnerable and Support guidance on the MSD website, as noted in NCMC 06 April Tactical 
Communities Insights Report, paragraph 25. 

Wider welfare 
status and 
response 

Outreach Calling Campaign to vulnerable clients 

• Under the Caring for Communities workstream, MSD will continue 
working with a range of partners to continue outreach to the over 70 
group. Community groups are well progressed with calls to disabled 
people, and people with chronic health conditions. 

• As at end of day Sunday 3 May, around 111,240 calls have been made 
across all priority levels, with the majority of people coping well and 
receiving support from family or other support networks. Of these calls, 
approximately 3, 120 (2.8%) have been referred for support services. 

• We have now completed 91 % of calls to the highest priority group of 
older clients. Calls to other priority groups of older cl\ents ha'{e started, 
with around 8 090 calls made to date. 

• Calls to Maori and Pacific peoples are progressing, with 3,280 calls 
made for older Maori, and 1,085 calls made,.to older Pacific peoples. 

Essential social service providers 

• We continue to work with our provid~rs to find out their availability at 
Alert Level 2 - whether they can provide services and what kind of 
funding they might need.. , 

• We are continuing to maintain the essential services register through 
alert level 3 to ensure that we are prepared if we need to revert back to 
alert level 4 al),d to ensure. 

• Through the funding allocated to disability services we have approved 
$3m which is supporting almost 68,000 people. 

Housing 

• There h~s been an increase of approximately 800 clients into 
Emergency Housing since lockdown. 

• Placements into Public and Transitional Housing have recommenced. 
There will be a 5-8 week delay before we see any significant volumes of 
supply come on due to COVID restrictions. 

>J • MSD has asked MBIEs Temporary Accommodation Service to direct 
clients requiring income assistance for housing to resume using our BAU 
phone and digital channels. 

• Repatriation flights have started arriving into Christchurch, the MSD 
Regional Team has stood up a similar response to Auckland to support 
those who need MSD services. 

• MSD continues to work closely with the Housing Provider Sector 
including Community Housing Aotearoa and Te Matapihi. 
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COVID-19 
Response 
Focus 

Key 
Assessments & 
Updates 

Income support 
and wage 
subsidy 

I 

In-Confidence 

MSD's focus is on ensuring the following essential services continue: 

• delivery of benefit payments, subsidies, financial support, emergency 
housing services, public and transitional housing, and employment 
services 

• redeployment of workers into essential services, and 
• ensuring service providers continue to operate, both essential and 

some additional services available in prevention and navigation. 

MSC Critical Workforce Demand Summary 
MSD continues to process large volumes of applications, calls, appointments 

and online traffic. 

We are making good progress in processing wage subsidies. 

As at 4 May: 
• 552,370 applications for Wage and Leave Subsidies (since 16 March) 

• Of these, 437,509 have been approved, supporting 1,725,208 people 

• $10.635b subsidy applications paid 

• There are 6,387 applications pending 

On 4 May: 
• 29,080 calls were answered across Work and Income, Seniors, Studylink , 

Housing and Wage subsidy con!act centres 

• 108,921 logins to MyMSD online service 
I 

As at 11 pm on 4 May, MSD has received a total of 552,370 applications for 
Wage and Leave Subsidies·(2,320 new since yesterday): 

• Wage Subsidy 288,825 

• Modified wage subsidy 232,521 

• Leave payment 26,141 
.... 
• Essential Worker 4,425 

• Leave Support 458 

Of these, 437,509 have been approved, 36,191 have been declined, and 
72,283 have been closed. A total of $1 0.635 billion has been paid to date 
benefiting a total of 1,725,208 (1,504,941 employees and 220,267 Sole 
Traders). 
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In-Confidence 

II Employment 

MSD is delivering a suite of employment service initiatives to ensure we can 

II effectively engage with more people and Keep New Zealanders Working. These 

II 
initiatives include: a Rapid Return to Work phone service supporting clients 
who've lost their jobs because of COVID-19 back into work; 35 virtual 

II employment centres, working with employers and job seekers over the phone 
II 

and online; an Employer Engagement Campaign with employers receiving the 

II COVID-19 wage subsidy to promote MSD services; and a new online 
recruitment tool to connect employers with people looking for work. 

A second round of the Employer Engagement Campaign begins this week, 
covering a further three regions. 

The online recruitment tool is off to a great start. As of 12am 4 May there were: 
II 

• 9,094 job seekers 

• 181 employers 

• 2,438 job vacancies 
II 

31 jobs successfully filled in under a weej< . II • 
Our focus this week is undertaking a stockt~e of hpw well these initiatives have 
been tracking, and working with our frontline staff to ensure good and continued 
use of these tools. This will help us build an Employment Operating Model for 
Alert Level 2 that captures everything thf t is happening in the employment 
space and all the help we can offer to our clients. 

Move to Alert This week, we are expanding our health and safety guidelines under Alert Level 
Level 3 and 
readiness for 

2 for staff working from home, as well as guidance for our leaders to help staff 

Alert Level 2 decide whether to come into the office at Alert Level 2. 

Work on readying our sites to open under Alert Level 2 is ongoing. This week: 

• Our leadership team will confirm which sites will reopen 

/ I 
< • A health and safety pack is going out to all sites tomorrow - to provide 

I 

I....____ guidance on hygiene, physical distancing, and contract tracing. 

I • We are drafting a site readiness assessment, to cover both physical 
"'v 

I ) readiness and ability to comprehensively provide case management 
and employment services in the COVID-1 9 environment. 

• We will finalise: 
I 

our site opening plan \ 0 

' 0 site capacity 
I 0 our staff plan 

( 0 security arrangements 

We will continue to promote our online and phone services as the first point of 
contact for clients, so we can keep numbers coming into our sites low in Alert 
Level 2. This will help us adhere to physical distancing rules and keep our clients 
and staff safe. 

MSD All Work and Income service centres are closed for face to face appointments. 
Crltlcal Services are being provided online or via the phone. 
Workforce 
Demand We expect new benefit applications to continue to increase going 

forward. Planning around future demand continues, including how we will 
reprioritise and train our staff to meet this demand, and what recruitment may 
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In-Confidence 

be necessary. We have drafted a recruitment strategy to respond to increased 
demand. This paper is with senior leadership for approval. 

Work to streamline the application process continues. The IT build for the 
streamlining process is on track. We are waiting for decisions on changes to 
operational policy before we can proceed further with this process. 

Call centres 
• We have been working hard to get wait times down across our phone 

lines, so our clients can quickly access help. Call volumes remain high 
- however, average wait times across all lines yesterday was 
approximately 7 minutes, down from more than two hours at their 
peak. 

• There were increased wait times at the beginning of this week, after 
the weekend. Historically, wait times below 10 minutes on a Monday 
are considered a good achievement. 

• High levels of online service continue. On 3 May, there were 108,921 
logins to MyMSD. 

Exposure to COVID-19 

• All MSD service centres are closed to the public. Staff continue to 
work in those sites to call clients and process applications. 

• To date, MSD has had 68 sites impadted by a staff member with 
actual or suspected COVID-19 symptoms or close contact with 
someone who has actual or suspected COVID-19. All sites are now 
reopened for staff to continue to work. 

• From 19th March up to 5 May, a total of 140 staff members have been 
II 

tested for COVID-19. Of these, 129 have returned a negative result, 
II 

t-.vo have tested positive for COVID-19 and the remaining 9 are 
waiting for their result. 

MSD - Welfare 
Family and sexual violence 

• To date 123 grants totalling $5.25m have been approved to providers 
update delivering family and sexual violence crisis response services, 

including a grant of $1.64m for the 41 refuges affiliated to National 
II Collective of Independent Women's Refuges. 

• We estimate this funding will support 4,800 people . 

II Supporting Maori and Pacific whanau and communities 

• We are continuing to connect with our ethnic communities over the 
' radio. We have set up one interview per day this week, with various 

communities. 

• Through E Tu Whanau we have processed payments for 39 groups 
totalling $990k. The groups have ranged from lwi organisations to 
small local groups who have reached out to isolated community 
members. 

• Many of our Pacific providers have received funding from community 
grants as an initial fund and we are working with them on a more 
sustainable approach. These grants cover a broader range of regions. 

Acute welfare needs in Queenstown 
• The local CDEM group is now conducting needs assessments for all 

foreign nationals in Queenstown. 
• MFA T is working closely with foreign missions to ensure support is 

provided for this group. 
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In-Confidence 

Commun/cations strategy 
• We have been promoting the new MyMSO electronic document 

upload capability. 
• We continue to reach out to our regions via radio. Our regional 

commissioner in Taranaki and King Country has been interviewed on 
various local radio stations, promoting our services and programmes 
available for businesses and individuals. 

• Work is continuing on an Alert Level 2 communications approach for 
staff, clients, and providers. 

All of Government Contribution and Suooort 
Community - Government agencies are encouraged to refer to the Where to go for Services 
Vulnerable and Support guidance on the MSD website, as noted in NCMC 06 April Tactical 
Communities Insights Report, paragraph 25. 

Wider welfare 
status and 
response 

In-home care for essential workers 

• As at 30 April $2.6m has been committed to the delivery of childcare 
services. This has reduced from last week ($3.33rn), as a number of 
providers have sought to reduce their contracted hours due to lower 
parent demand or workforce constraints. This also factors in the 
additional funding required for the extended period of two weeks. 

• A paper went to the COVID-1 9 Ministerial Group to seek a decision on 
whether to extend the contracts beyond 8 May 2020. The decision was 
made to not extend contracts out further than 8 May 2020, so in-home 
childcare for essential workers will not be funded after this date. 
Essential workers who need childcare will be expected to have made 
their own arrangements by this time. 

Outreach Calling Campaign to vulnerable clients 

• 

• < 

• 

Under the Caring for Communities workstream, MSD will continue 
working with a range of partners to continue outreach to the over 70 
group, Community groups are well progressed with calls to disabled 
people, and people with chronic health conditions. 
As at end of day Monday 4 May, around 114,900 calls have been made 
across all priority levels, with the majority of people coping well and 
receiving support from family or other support networks. Of these calls, 
approximately 3,180 (2.8%) have been referred for support services. 
We have now completed 95% of calls to the highest priority group of 
older clients. Calls to other priority groups of older clients have started, 
with around 8,350 calls made to date. 

• Calls to Maori and Pacific peoples are progressing, with 3,370 calls 
made for older Maori, and 1,085 calls made to older Pacific peoples. 

Essential social service providers 

• We continue to work with our providers to find out their availability at 
Alert Level 2 - whether they can provide services and what kind of 
funding they might need. 

• We are continuing to maintain the essential services register through 
alert level 3 to ensure that we are prepared if we need to revert back to 
alert level 4 and to ensure. 

• Through the funding allocated to disability services we have approved 
$3m which is supporting almost 68,000 people. 
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In-Confidence 

Housing 

• As the economic situation worsens, there is an increased risk of people 
being unable to sustain their tenancies. Our aim is to support people to 
stay in tenancies, and try to prevent high numbers coming through the 
emergency housing system. Guidance and key messages are going out 
to our contact centres this week to better enable our staff to support 
clients in the housing space. 

• We are working on an integrated hosing system that reaches across all 
business groups and provides people with the support they need to 
retain their tenancies. 

• Placements into Public and Transitional Housing have recommenced. 
There will be a 5-8 week delay before we see any significant volumes of 
supply come on due to COVID restrictions. 

• MSD has asked MBIEs Temporary Accommodation Service to direct 
clients requiring income assistance for housing to resume using our BAU 
phone and digital channels. 

• MSD continues to work closely with the Housing Provider Sector 
including Community Housing Aotearoa and Te Matapihi. 
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In-Confidence 

COVID-19 MSD's focus is on ensuring the following essential services continue: 
Response • delivery of benefit payments, subsidies, financial support, emergency 
Focus housing services, public and transitional housing, and employment 

services 
• redeployment of workers into essential services, and 

• ensuring service providers continue to operate, both essential and 
some additional services available in prevention and navigation. 

Key MSO Crit ical Workforce Demand Summary 

Assessments & MSD continues to process large volumes of applications, calls, appointments 

Updates and online traffic. 

We are making good progress in processing wage subsidies. 

As al 5 May: 

• 554,445 applications for Wage and Leave Subsidies (since 16 March) 

• Of these, 439,037 have been approved, supporting 1,727,925 people 

• 10.65b subsidy applications paid 

• There are 6,1 24 applications pending 
/' 

On 5 May: 

• 24,325 calls were answered across Work and Income, Seniors, Studylink, 
Housing and Wage subsidy contact centres 

• Average wait times were 53 seconds - down from more than two hours at 
their peak 

• 96,906 logins to MyMSD online service 
Income support 

As at 11pm on 5 May, MSO has received a total of 554,445 applications for and wage 
subsidy Wage and Leave Subsidies (2 075 new since yesterday): 

• Wage Subsidy 288 827 

I • Modified wage subsidy 234,408 

II 
... Leave payment 26, 141 

11 

II • Essential Worker 4,431 

> • Leave Support 638 

II Of these, 439,037 have been approved, 36,589 have been declined, and 
72,695 have been closed. A total of $1 0.65 billion has been paid to date 
benefiting a total of 1,727,925 (1,506,704 employees and 221 ,221 Sole 
Traders). 
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Move to Alert 
Level 3 and 
readiness for 
Alert Level 2 

MSD 
Critical 
Workforce 
Demand 

In-Confidence 

Employment 

MSD is delivering a suite of employment service initiatives to ensure we can 
effectively engage with more people and Keep New Zealanders Working. These 
initiatives include: a Rapid Return to Work phone service supporting clients 
who've lost their jobs because of COVID-19 back into work; 35 virtual 
employment centres, working with employers and job seekers over the phone 
and online; an Employer Engagement Campaign with employers receiving the 
COVID-19 wage subsidy to promote MSD services; and a new online 
recruitment tool to connect employers with people looking for work. 

Our Rapid Return to Work phone service contacted and offered the service to 
4 7 4 clients in the fi rst four days. Of these clients, 17 4 (37%) have opted-in for 
the service and have booked in a follow up appointment. 

A second round of the Employer Engagement Campaign begins this week, 
covering a further three regions. 

Our focus this week is undertaking a stocktake of how well these initiatives have 
been tracking, and working with our frontline staff to ensure good and continued 
use of these tools. This will help us build an Employment Operating Model for 
Alert Level 2 that captures everything that is happening in the employment 
space and all the help we can offer to our clients. 

~ 
' There is a perception amongst some of our staff that everyone is expected to 

return to the office in Alert Level 2. This is not the case. We are managing these 
expectations and developing guidelines for our leaders to help staff decide 
whether to come into the office at Alert Level 2. The guidelines will be released 
on Friday. 

Work on readying our sites to open under Alert Level 2 is ongoing. This week: 

• Our leadership team will confirm which sites will reopen 
• A health and safety pack goes out to all sites today - to provide 

guidance on hygiene, physical distancing, and contract tracing. 

• A survey will go out to our sites to ascertain readiness for Alert Level 2. 

'-... • We are drafting a site readiness assessment, to cover both physical 
readiness and ability to comprehensively provide case management 

> 
and employment services in the COVID-19 environment. 

• We will finalise: 
o our site opening plan 
o site capacity 
o our staff plan 
o security arrangements 

All Work and Income service centres are closed for face to face appointments. 
Services are being provided online or via the phone. 

We expect new benefit applications to continue to increase going 
forward. Planning around future demand continues, including how we will 
reprioritise and train our staff to meet this demand, and what recruitment may 
be necessary. We have drafted a recruitment strategy to respond to increased 
demand. 
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In-Confidence 

Work to streamline the application process continues. The IT build for the 
streamlining process is on track. We are waiting for decisions on changes to 
operational policy before we can proceed further with this process. 

Call centres 
• We have been working hard to get wait times down across our phone 

lines, so our clients can quickly access help. Call volumes remain high 
- however, average wait times across all lines yesterday was 
approximately 53 seconds, down from more than two hours at their 
peak. 

• High levels of online service continue. On 3 May, there were 108,921 
logins to MyMSD. 

Exposure to COVID-19 

• All MSD service centres are closed to the public. Staff continue to 
work in those sites to call clients and process applications. 

• To date, MSD has had 69 sites impacted by a staff member with 
actual or suspected COVID-19 symptoms or close contact with 
someone who has actual or suspected COVID-19. All sites are now 
reopened for staff to continue to work. 

• From 19th March up to 6 May, a total of 141 staff members have been 
tested for COVID-19. Of these, 132 have returned a negative result, 
two have tested positive for COVID-19 and the remaining 7 are 
waiting for their result. 

Family and sexual violence , 
MSD - Welfare • To date 123 grants totalling $5.25m have been approved to providers 
update delivering family and sexual violence crisis response services, 

including a grant of $1.64m for the 41 refuges affiliated to National 
Collective of Independent Women's Refuges. 

• We estimate this funding will support 4,800 people . 

Supporting Maori §nd Pacific whanau and communities 

• We are continuing to connect with our ethnic communities over the 

I radio. We have set up one interview per day this week, with various 

I 
communities. 

• Through E TO Whanau we have processed payments for 39 groups 
I totalling $990k. The groups have ranged from lwi organisations to 
II small local groups who have reached out to isolated community 

members. 

• Many of our Pacific providers have received funding from community 
II grants as an initial fund and we are working with them on a more 
II sustainable approach. These grants cover a broader range of regions. 

Acute welfare needs in Queenstown 
II • The local CDEM group is now conducting needs assessments for all 
II foreign nationals in Queenstown. 
IH • MFAT is working closely with foreign missions to ensure support is I< 

provided for this group. 

Communications strategy 
• Our communications package for Alert Level 2 has two phases: 

0 1: The Prime Minister announces Alert Level 2 gwdelines 
(tomorrow, 6 May) 

0 2: We find out when we transition to Alert Level 2 (Monday, 11 
May). 
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• We are readying communications to our staff and clients for both 
these phases. 

• We are reaching out to all our stakeholders to ensure communications 
will be relevant and accessible to everyone. 

All of Government Contribution and Suooort 
Community - Government agencies are encouraged to refer to the Where to go for Services 
Vulnerable and Support guidance on the MSD website, as noted in NCMC 06 April Tactical 
Communities Insights Report, paragraph 25. 

Wider welfare 
status and 
response 

In-home care for essential workers 

• As at 30 April $2.6m has been committed to the delivery of childcare 
services. This has reduced from last week ($3.33m), as a number of 
providers have sought to reduce their contracted hours due to lower 
parent demand or workforce constraints. This also factors in the 
additional funding required for the extended period of two weeks. 

• Contracts will not be extended beyond 8 May 2020, so in-home childcare 
for essential workers will not be funded after this date. Essential workers 
who need childcare will be expected to have made their own 
arrangements by this time. 

• On 4 May, we advised providers that thelr contracts will not be extended 
beyond 8 May. We are beginning the process of winding services down 
and finalising payments. 

Outreach Calling Campaign to vulnerable clients 

> 

I I 

• Under the Caring for Communities workstream, MSD will continue 
working with a range of partners to continue outreach to the over 70 
group. Community groups are well progressed with calls to disabled 
people, and people with chronic health conditions. 

• As at end of day Tuesday 5 May, around 122,060 calls have been made 
across all priority levels, with the majority of people coping well and 
receiving support from family or other support networks. Of these calls, 
approximately 3 270 (2.7%) have been referred for support services. 

• We have now completed 95% of calls to the highest priority group of 
older clients. As we complete the calls to the highest priority group, calls 
lo other priority groups of older clients are accelerating, with around 
14,980 calls made to date. 

• Calls to Maori and Pacific peoples are progressing, with 3,440 calls 
made for older Maori, and 1, 140 calls made to older Pacific peoples. 

Essential social service providers 

• There are 917 essential service providers on the register. 
• We have also added 46 Emergency Housing Providers to the register. 
• We continue to work with our providers to find out their availability at 

Alert Level 2 - whether they can provide services and what kind of 
funding they might need. 

Housing 

• As the economic situation worsens, there is an increased risk of people 
being unable to sustain their tenancies. Our aim is to support people to 
stay in tenancies, and try to prevent high numbers coming through the 
emergency housing system. Guidance and key messages are going out 
to our contact centres this week to better enable our staff to support 
clients in the housinQ space. 
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• We are working on an integrated hosing system that reaches across all 
business groups and provides people with the support they need to 
retain their tenancies. 

• Placements into Public and Transitional Housing have recommenced. 
There will be a 5-8 week delay before we see any significant volumes of 
supply come on due to COVID restrictions. 

• MSD has asked MBIEs Temporary Accommodation Service to direct 
clients requiring income assistance for housing to resume using our BAU 
phone and digital channels. 

• MSD continues to work closely with the Housing Provider Sector 
including Community Housing Aotearoa and Te Matapihi. 

.....,, 

> 
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Updates 

Income support 
and wage 
subsidy 

In-Confidence 

MSD's focus is on ensuring the following essential services continue: 

• delivery of benefit payments, subsidies, financial support, emergency 
housing services, public and transitional housing, and employment 
services 

• redeployment of workers into essential services, and 
• ensuring service providers continue to operate, both essential and 

some additional services available in prevention and navigation. 

MSO Critical Workforce Demand Summary 
MSD continues to process large volumes of applications, calls, appointments 

and online traffic. 

We are making good progress in processing wage subsidies. 

As at 6 May: 
• 556,335 applications for Wage and Leave Subsidies (since 16 March) 
• Of these, 440,751 have been approved, supporting 1,735,542 people 
• $10.698b subsidy applications paid 
• There are 5,51 5 applications pending 

On 6 May: 
• 23,1 56 calls were answered across Work and Income, Seniors, Studylink, 

Housing and Wage subsidy contact centres 
• Average wait times were 1 minute - down from more than two hours at 

their peak 
• 97,616 logins to MyMSD online service 

As at 11pm on 6 May, MSD has received a total of 556,335 applications for 
Wage and Leave Subsidies (1 858 new since yesterday): 

• Wage Subsidy 524,898 

• Leave payment 26, 141 

~. Essential Worker 4 463 

• Leave Support 833 

Of these, 440,751 have been approved, 37,046 have been declined, and 
73,023 have been closed. A total of $10.698 bi llion has been paid to date 
benefiting a total of 1,735,542 (1,513,406 employees and 222,136 Sole 
Traders). 

Applications for the wage subsidy can be made through to 9 June. The next 
steps for the scheme are currently being considered. 

The wage subsidy auditing process is ongoing. Our auditing to date has found 
that in the vast majority of cases, employers are doing the right thing . We have 
found that in many cases where entitlements have been wrongly claimed, it is 
due to uncertainty about eligibility criteria, rather than deliberate attempts at 
deception. 
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Level 3 and 
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Alert Level 2 

MSD 
Crltlcal 
Workforce 
Demand 

In-Confidence 

Employment 

MSD is delivering a suite of employment service initiatives to ensure we can 
effectively engage with more people and Keep New Zealanders Working. These 
initiatives include: a Rapid Return to Work phone service supporting clients 
who've lost their jobs because of COVID-19 back into work; 35 virtual 
employment centres, working with employers and job seekers over the phone 
and online; an Employer Engagement Campaign with employers receiving the 
COVID-19 wage subsidy to promote MSD services; and a new online 
recruitment tool to conned employers with people looking for work. 

Our Rapid Return to Work phone service contacted and offered the service to 
474 clients in the first four days. Of these clients, 174 (37%) have opted-in for 
the service and have booked in a follow up appointment. RRtW h~s revealed 
insights about the situations our clients are in - for example, many of them have 
not written a CV for years, or have many transferrable skills but do not know 
how to market them. We are using this information to put together a training 
package for Job Connect staff, so they can provide more tailored support. 

We are sending out emails to 3000 employers today, as part of the Employer 
Engagement Campaign. We will be monitoring responses and using them to 
inform the Campaign going forward. 

Our focus this week is undertaking a stocktake of how our employment service 
initiatives have been tracking. This will help us build an Employment Operating 
Model for Alert Level 2 that captures everything happening in the employment 
space. We are developing an A3 to present the model, for internal use. This will 
go live tomorrow. 

After the Prime Minister has made the announcement about Alert Level 2 this 
afternoon, we will review our AL2 guidelines for our service centres and National 
Office to ensure they are in line with Government messaging. 

There is a perception amongst some of our staff that everyone is expected to 
return to the office in Alert Level 2. This is not the case. We are managing these 
expectations and developing guidelines for our leaders to help staff decide 
whether to come into the office at Alert Level 2. The guidelines will be released 
tomorrow. 

Work on readying our sites to open under Alert Level 2 is ongoing. This week: 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

Our leadership team will confirm which sites will reopen 
A health and safety pack and an operations pack were finalised 
yesterday, ready to send out to all our sites on Monday. 
A survey will go out to our sites to ascertain readiness for Alert Level 2 . 
We are drafting a site readiness assessment, to cover both physical 
readiness and ability to comprehensively provide case management 
and employment services in the COVID-19 environment. 
We will finalise: 

o our site opening plan 
o site capacity 
o our staff plan 

All Work and Income service centres are closed for face to face appointments. 
Services are being provided online or via the phone. 
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We expect new benefit applications to continue to increase going 
forward. Planning around future demand continues, including how we will 
reprioritise and train our staff to meet this demand, and what recruitment may 
be necessary. We have drafted a recruitment strategy to respond to increased 
demand. 

Work to streamline the application process continues. The IT build for the 
streamlining process is on track. We are waiting for decisions on changes to 
operational policy before we can proceed further with this process. 

We are also working on simplifying MyMSD to allow easier use for our clients. 
The first stage is complete and went live 3 May - enabl ing clients to upload 
their own documents. The next phase is increasing the stability and capacity 
ofMyMSD. 

Call centres 
• We have been working hard to get wait times do'h1'1 across our phone 

lines, so our clients can quickly access help. Call volumes remain high 
- however, average wait times across all lines yesterday was 
approximately 1 minute, down from more than two hours at their 
peak. 

• Our call volumes yesterday were much higher than is usual for a 
Wednesday, so our contact centre teams did well to achieve 1 minute 
wait times. 

• High levels of online service continue. On 3 May, there were 97,61 6 
logins to MyMSD. l 

Exposure to COVID-19 

• All MSD service centres are closed to the public. Staff continue to 
work in those sites to call clients and process applications. 

• To date, MSD has had 69 sites impacted by a staff member with 
actual or suspected COVID-19 symptoms or close contact with 
som,eone who has actual or suspected COVID-19. All sites are now 
reoRened for staff to continue to work. 

< • From 19th March up to 7 May, a total of 143 staff members have been 
tested for COVID-19. Of these, 134 have returned a negative result, 
two have tested positive for COVID-19 and the remaining 7 are 
waiting for their result. 

New Zealanders stranded overseas 
• Current clients have had their payments auto-extended and we 

continue to contact clients whose payments had been suspended, for 
resumption processing. 

• All overseas clients are now receiving the Winter Energy Payment. 
• We are considering whether to end or extend these payments once 

the programme ends in mid-June. 

Family and sexual violence 
• To date 123 grants totalling $5.25m have been approved to providers 

delivering family and sexual violence crisis response services, 
including a grant of $1.64m for the 41 refuges affiliated to National 
Collective of Independent Women's Refuges. 

• We estimate this funding will support 4,800 people. 
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Supporting Maori and Pacific whanau and communities 

• We are continuing to connect with our ethnic communities over the 
radio. We have set up one interview per day this week, with various 
communities. 

• Through E Tu Whanau we have processed payments for 40 groups 
totalling $1m. The groups have ranged from lwi organisations to small 
local groups who have reached out to isolated community members. 

• Many of our Pacific providers have received funding from community 
grants as an initial fund and we are working with them on a more 
sustainable approach. These grants cover a broader range of regions. 

: Communications strategy 
• We've been doing a lot of planning for how MSD will operate and once 

the Prime Minister has made her announcement, we'll be able to 
finalise these plans and have more detail out to staff and clients at the 

I 

beginning of next week. -
• We are reach ing out to all our stakeholders to ensure communications 

will be relevant and accessible to everyone. ~ 

All of Government Contribution and Suooort 
Community - Government agencies are encouraged to refer t6 the Where to go for Services 
Vulnerable and Support guidance on the MSD website, as noted in NCMC 06 April Tactical 
Communities Insights Report, paragraph 25. 

Wider wetfare 
status and 
response 

l 

,r 

In-home care for essential workers , 
I. 

• As at 30 April $2.6m has been committed to the delivery of childcare 
services. This has reduced from last week ($3.33m), as a number of 
providers have sought to redut e their contracted hours due to lower 
parent demand or * orkfo

1

rce constraints. This also factors in the 
additional funding required for the extended period of two weeks. 

• Contracts will not,be extended beyond 8 May 2020, so in-home childcare 
for essential workers will not be funded after this date. Essential workers 
who need childcare will be expected to have made their own 
arrangements by this time. 

• On 4 May, we advised providers that their contracts will not be extended 
beyond 8 May. We are beginning the process of winding services down 
and finalising payments. 

9utreach Calling Campaign to vulnerable clients 

• Under the Caring for Communities workstream, MSD will continue 
working with a range of partners to continue outreach to the over 70 
group. Community groups are well progressed with calls to disabled 
people, and people with chronic health conditions. 

• As at end of day Wednesday 6 May, around 126,650 calls have been 
made across all priority levels, with the majority of people coping well 
and receiving support from family or other support networks. This 
includes around 2,300 calls made to people we were unable to reach in 
the fi rst round of calls. Of these calls, approximately 3,310 (2.6%) have 
been referred for support services. 

• We have now completed 96% of calls to the highest priority group of 
older clients. As we complete the calls to the highest priority group, calls 
to other priority groups of older clients are accelerating, with around 
19,230 calls made to date. 

• Calls to Maori and Pacific peoples are progressing, with 3,490 calls 
made for older Maori, and 1,190 calls made to older Pacific peoples. 
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Essential social service providers 

• There are 917 essential service providers on the register. 
• We have also added 46 Emergency Housing Providers to the register. 
• We are developing communications for our providers on Alert Level 2. 

These will be finalised following the Prime Minister's announcement this 
afternoon. 

• Our communications strategy to providers involves regular and 
consistent messaging with the same look and feel , to ensure provider 
are well informed. 

Housing 

> 

• As the economic situation worsens, there is an increased risk of people 
being unable to sustain their tenancies. Our aim is to support people to 
stay in tenancies, and try to prevent high numbers coming through the 
emergency housing system. Guidance and key messages are going out 
to our contact centres this week to better enable our staff to support 
clients in the housing space. 

• We are working on an integrated hosing system that re,aches across all 
business groups and provides people with the support they need to 
retain their tenancies. 

• Placements into Public and Transitional Housing have recommenced. 
There will be a 5-8 week delay before we see any significant volumes of 
supply come on due to COVID restrictions. 

• MSD has asked MBIEs Temporary Accommodation Service to direct 
clients requiring income assistance for housing to resume using our BAU 
phone and digital channels. 1 ,, 

• MSD continues to ~ork closely"with the Housing Provider Sector 
including Community Housing._Aotearoa and Te Matapihi. 

< 
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Focus 
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Income support 
and wage 
subsidy 

In-Confidence 

MSD's focus is on ensuring the following essential services continue: 

• delivery of benefit payments, subsidies, financial support, emergency 
housing services, public and transitional housing, and employment 
services 

• redeployment of workers into essential services, and 

• ensuring service providers continue to operate, both essential and 
some additional services available in prevention and navigation. 

MSD Critical Workforce Demand Summary 
MSD continues to process large volumes of applications, calls, appointments 

and online traffic. 

We are making good progress in processing wage subsidies. 
As at 7 May: 

• 558,1 09 applications for Wage and Leave Subsidies ( since 16 March) 

• Of these, 442,736 have been approved, supporting 1,744,342 people 

• $10.752b subsidy applications paid 

• There are 4,001 applications pending 
"' 

On 7 May: 

• 21 ,701 calls were answered across Work and Income, Seniors, Studylink, 
Housing and Wage subsidy contact centres 

• Average wait times were less than 30 seconds - down from more than 
two hours at their peak 

• 83,949 logins to MyMSD online service 

As at 11 pm on 7 May, MSD has received a total of 558,109 applications for 
Wage and Leav~ Subsidies (1,774 new since yesterday): 

• Wage subsidy 288,833 

• Modified wage subsidy 237,660 

• Leave payment 26,1 41 

• Essential worker 4,464 

• Leave support 1,011 

Of these, 442,736 have been approved, 37,999 have been declined, and 
73,373 have been closed. A total of $10.752 billion has been paid to date 
benefiting a total of 1,744,342 (1,521 ,1 48 employees and 223,194 Sole 
Traders). 

The latest Income Support and Wage Subsidy Weekly Update was published 
on MSD's website today, Friday 8 May, as well as the Monthly Benefits 
Update for April. 

Applications for the wage subsidy can be made through to 9 June. The next 
steps for the scheme are currently being considered. 
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Ii 
The wage subsidy auditing process is ongoing. As at 6 May: 

• MSD has completed 3,584 random and ta rgeted audits . 

• 3,355 applicants had voluntarily advised they want to refund all or part 
of the subsidy. This has led to $56.8m of refunds requested and 
$25.2m has already been refunded. 

• Our auditing had resulted in 168 applicants being asked to refund either 
all or part of their subsidy. A total of $2.46m has been requested from 
these applicants with $1 .4m already refunded. 

Employment 

In April, we helped 3,065 people into jobs. In May so far, we have helped 
954 people. 

MSD is delivering a suite of employment service initiatives to ensure we can 
effectively engage with more people and Keep New Zealanders Working. These 
initiatives include: a Rapid Return to Work phone service supporting clients 
who've lost their jobs because of COVID-19 back into work; 35 virtual 
employment centres, working with employers and job seekers over the phone 
and online; an Employer Engagement Campaign with employers receiving the 
COVID-19 wage subsidy to promote MSD services; and a new online 
recruitment tool to connect employers with pe6ple looking for work. 

We sent out emails to 3000 employers yesterday, as part of the Employer 
Engagement Campaign. We are monitoring responses as they come in and 
using them to determine future stages of the campaign. 

Move to Alert We have been busy readying National Office for Alert Level 2. Posters are up 
Level 3 and 
readiness for 

in common areas such as kitchens, as well as bathrooms and the lifts, to inform 

Alert Level 2 
staff of how to correctly social distance. Markers have been placed on the floor 
in lift lobbies and break out areas to show staff where they can stand and sit 
without breaching the 1 m rule. Hand sanitiser is available by the lifts on all floors. 

Remote working policies are being finalised today after state services guidance 
and the PM's announcement. This will help us continue to support our staff 
working from home. We are also looking into providing staff working from home 

I with more physical tools, such as desktop monitors. 

Guidelines are going out to our leaders today so they can support staff with the 
decision of whether to come back into the office at alert Level 2. 

Work on readying our sites to open under Alert Level 2 is ongoing: 

• Our leadership team has confirmed which sites will reopen . 
I 

• The health , safety and security guidelines for sites have been amended 
after the Prime Minister's announcement and will be available for staff 
next week. 

• On Monday, a survey will go out to our sites to ascertain readiness for 
Alert Level 2. 

• Elements of MSD's plan for re-opening frontline sites safety, such as 
the appointment process, will be tested Monday in readiness for the 
move to L2. 

• We are making sure our communications are consistent with those 
across MSD and Government messaging. 

MSD All Work and Income service centres are closed for face to face appointments. 
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Crltlcal Services are being provided online or via the phone. 
Workforce We expect new benefit applications to continue to increase going 
Demand forward. Planning around future demand continues, including how we will 

reprioritise and train our staff to meet this demand, and what recruitment may 
be necessary. We have finalised a recruitment strategy to respond to 
increased demand. The recruitment process has started. 

Work to streamline the application process continues. The IT build for the 
streamlining process is on track. We are waiting for decisions on changes to 

I operational policy before we can proceed further with this process. 

Call centres 

• We have been working hard to get wait times down across our phone 
lines, so our clients can quickly access help. Call volumes remain high 
- however, average wait times across all lines yesterday was less 
than 30 second~, down from more than two hours at their peak. 

• Despite continued high volumes of calls, we are managing to answer 
more quickly than ever. This is a combination of-improvements to 
service that have been fast tracked over the last few months, as well 
as moving to an integrated work force between our Call Centres, 

I Centralised Processing sites, and our Frontline case managers. 

• High levels of online service continue.' 0n 3 May, there were 83,949 
logins to MyMSD. 

Exposure to COVID-19 ) 
• All MSD service centres are closed to the public. Staff continue to 

work in those sites to call clients and process applications. 
• To date, MSD has had 70 sites impacted by a staff member with 

actual or suspected COVID-19 symptoms or close contact with 
someone who has actual or suspected COVID-19. All sites are now 
reopen~ for staff to continue to work. 

• From 19th March up to 8 May, a total of 146 staff members have been 
tested for COVID-19. Of these, 137 have returned a negative result, 
two have tested positive for COVID-19 and the remaining 7 are 

I waiting for their result. 

New Zealanders stranded overseas 
MSD - Welfare • Current clients have had their payments auto-extended and we 
update > continue to contact clients whose payments had been suspended, for 

resumption processing. 
• All overseas clients are now receiving the Winter Energy Payment. 

I • We are considering whether to end or extend these payments once 

' the programme ends in mid-June. 

' Family and sexual violence 
• Family violence remains of high concern within iwi/Maori communities . 

I • Increased family violence amongst the gang community does not 
appear to have reached the level initially anticipated. However, the 
risk should continue to be monitored and addressed as 

I recommended. Whanau will come under pressure from job and 
income loss that is and will occur as we move through the alert levels. 

• MSD continues to work with gang leaders, and related groups, to get 
messaging out across the broader networks and align messaging 
within the E Tu Whanau family violence prevention initiative towards 
the COVID-1 9 response. 

• To date 123 grants totalling $5.25m have been approved to providers 
deliverinq family and sexual violence crisis response services, 
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including a grant of $1.64m for the 41 refuges affiliated to National 
Collective of Independent Women's Refuges. 

• We estimate this funding will support 4,800 people. 

Supporting Maori and Pacific whanau and communities 

• Concern about the future. particularly employment and income - is 
becoming more prevalent as communities move toward Alert Level 2 
and recovery. 

• Some whanau are experiencing greater social disconnection because 
they do not have the connection or devices for digital communications. 

• These risks are mitigated by active iw i/Maori mobilisation and support 
for whanau. Mitigations include connecting, assessing need, acting as 
a provider agent for MSD to provide income maintenance, and 
delivering food and hygiene packages. 

• MSD is calling whanau by age group to assess need and offer 
support. 

• Through E To Whanau we have processed payments for 40 groups 
totalling $1m. The groups have ranged from lwi organisations to small 
local groups who have reached out to isolated cqmmunity members. 

• Many of our Pacific providers have received funding from community 
grants as an initial fund and we are working with them on a more 
sustainable approach. These grants cover a broader range of regions. 

Communications strategy 
• The Alert Level 2 communications plan has been finalised and is 

ready for approval. It will be used to infonn staff, clients , and 
stakeholders. 1 

• We will continue to promote our phone and online channels as the 
best way to connect with us, without discouraging clients from coming 
into sites if they need to. 

All of Government Contribution and Support 
Community .:.. Government agencies are encouraged to refer to the Where to go for Services 
Vulnerable and Support guidance ...... on the MSD website, as noted in NCMC 06 April Tactical 
Communities Insights Report, paragraph 25. 

Wider welfare 
status and 
response 

Outreach Call/ng Campaign to vulnerable clients 

• Under the Caring for Communities workstream, MSD will continue 
- ' working with a range of partners to continue outreach to the over 70 >v group. Community groups are well progressed with calls to disabled 

people, and people with chronic health conditions. 
• As at end of day Thursday 7 May, around 127,730 calls have been made 

across all priority levels, with the majority of people coping well and 
receiving support from family or other support networks. Of these calls, 
approximately 3,320 (2.6%) have been referred for support services. 

• We have now completed 96% of calls to the highest priority group of 
older clients. 

• Calls to Maori and Pacific peoples are progressing, with 3,590 calls 
made for older Maori, and 1, 190 calls made to older Pacific peoples. 

• Focus has now shifted to calls to other priority groups of older clients, 
and reporting will now shift to those groups accordingly. To date, around 
20,160 calls have been made to older people in the other priority groups, 
with around 370 (1.8%) referred for support services. 

Essential social service providers 

• There are 917 essential service providers on the register. 
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• We have also added 46 Emergency Housing Providers to the register . 

• Communications to our providers have been fina lised and agreed on by 
other agencies we work with. They go out today. Feedback will be 
managed and used to inform further communications. 

• We are planning outbound calling to providers - with the help of other 
agencies - in the first two weeks of Alert Level 2, to check that the 
provision of services under AL2 is tracking well and to help resolve any 
issues. 

Housing 

• As the economic situation worsens, there is an increased risk of people 
being unable to sustain their tenancies. Our aim is to support people to 
stay in tenancies, and try to prevent high numbers coming through the 
emergency housing system. Guidance and key messages are going out 
to our contact centres this week to better enable our staff to support 
clients in the housing space. 

• We are working on streamlined housing services to respond to demand 
and ensure our clients can quickly and easily access the help they need. 

• Placements into Public and Transitional Housing have recommenced . 
There will be a 5-8 week delay before we see any significant volumes of 
supply come on due to COVIO restrictions. 

• MSD has asked MBIEs Temporary Accommodation Service to direct 
clients requiring income assistance for housing to resume using our BAU 
phone and digital channels. 

• MSD continues to work closely with the Housing Provider Sector 
including Community Housing Aotearoa and Te Matapihi. 

MSD situation reports are currently produced daily Monday-Friday. As of next 
week, reporting will move to once a week on a Thursday The next MSD sitrep 
will be Thursday 14 May. 
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Key Contacts & Sign-off 

Key Contacts Role/Function Email 

DCE COVID-19 
E: s 9(2)(a) OIA 

_I M: 

Intel & Reporting 
s 9(2)(k) OIA I I 

Commsteam I l 
MSD Data (publicly httos://www.msd.govt.nz/about-msd-and-our-
released weekly work/newsroom/2020/covid-19/covid-1 9-data.html 
Tuesdays by 9 am) 

Next SltRep due Wednesda~ 8 A~ril 2020 

External Distribution: 
s 9(2)(k) OIA 

< 

) 

...__ . 
--

I 
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Novel Coronavirus COVID-19 Sitre 
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In-Confidence 

At Alert Level 2, MSD's focus 1s on ensuring the following services continue: 

• delivery of benefit payments, subsidies, financial support, emergency 
housing services, public and transitional housing, and employment 
services 

• reopening service centres safely, encouraging phone/on line channels 
for those who can 

• focus on a relatively narrow work programme to deliver necessary 
settings and capability; and 

• broadening of services provided by our partners - more fully 
operational support for communities, still with a focus on vulnerable 
groups. 

Most of our sites reopen today, under Alert Level 2. 

• We are offering booked face to face appointments although we 
are still encouraging people to use our phone / online channels. 

• Access in the service centres will be restricted, with only a certain 
amount of people allowed on site at any one time. 

• Safety of our staff and clients is our top priority, as always - we 
have a register of people visiting us for contract tracing purposes: 
and appropriate physical distancing and cleaning measures in 
place. 

• Clear Health and Safety guidance for operating at AL2 went out to 
sites on Monday. ) 

.,. 

• We have been making daily calls to site managers to give them the 
opportunity to voice concerns, ask questions, and give feedback on 
the move to AL2. ' 

• Ear1y this week we surveyed our sites to make sure they were 
ready ta open. Responses have shown that most staff were ready 
for the move, although some reported anxiety. This is being 
managed at a site level and we have ongoing engagement with the 
' PSA. 

We have also been busy ensuring our National Office is safe for staff to 
return at Alert Level 2. On Monday, guidance was sent out to our leaders to 
help them help staff decide whether to come into the office at Alert Level 2. 

A Welcome Back Pack' was sent out to National Office staff on Tuesday, to 
explain haw we are adhering to Health, Safety and Security guidelines and 
that National Office is a safe place to work. 

Communications: 

• Alert Level 2 communications were finalised after the Prime 
Minister's announcement on Monday. These have been going out 
to staff at National Office and sites, to clients, and to stakeholders. 

• We have updated the Work and Income website with AL2 
information for our clients. The website continues ta be 
encouraged as a first point of contact, before clients call us or book 
an appointment. 

Future Operating Model 

MSD has been working on a Future Operating Model that integrates our 
deliverables with how we are contributing to our COVID response, meeting 
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the increased demand for our services, and shows alignment to our 
strategic direction. 

We have developed a high-level description of a future state and are 
creating more tangible descriptions of future offerings, to provide direction 
and support alignment for the workstream leads. The model will also 
provide our people with a clear sense of how the changes they are seeing 
are building towards a future welfare system. 

Work is starting to describe the interim and end states for income support 
and housing, employment and communities. Work is also beginning on 
perfonnance indicators and benefits that can be associated with the 
realisation of these end states, to assist us in tracking progress. 

Meeting Increased demand for our se,v/ces 

We expect increased demand for MSO services as we respond to COVID-
19 and move into recovery. 

As our sites reopen this week. we will work to increase our understanding 
as to why people are visiting us and how we can improve our services to 
help them over the phone or through online channels. 

We don't want to discourage anyone from coming into our sites, but we can 
increasingly provide a better and faster service through calls or ontine. 

• Call centres 
v' 

• Keeping call wait times down is important, so we can ensure 
\ 

clients qµickly get the help they need over the phone. This will be a 
major focus for us in AL2. 

• We are focused on adequately responding to emergency situations 
~ 

- such food grants and emergency benefits - over the phone, so 
our clients can get the help they need quickly and without needing 
to make an appointment. 

• We have been putting more of our staff into inbound calling this 
week, to keep wait times down. Call volumes remain high, 
however, wait times on Monday were 6.5 minutes - one of our best 
Mondays this year - and yesterday were just 2.5 minutes. 

• Despite continued high volumes of calls, we are generally 
managing to answer more quickly than ever. This is a combination 
of improvements to service that have been fast tracked over the 
last few months, as well as moving to an integrated work force 
between our Call Centres, Centralised Processing sites, and our 
Frontline case managers. 

• MyMSD 
• High levels of MyMSD logins continue. 
• An update over the weekend increased the login capacity of 

MyMSD. 
• On 15 May, we're introducing a new function which allows our staff 

activate an option in MyMSD for the client to upload their 
documents while on the phone with us. This helps us provide a 
better digital service. 
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• Recruitment 
• The Budget 2020 Employment and Financial Support Response 

provides funding to increase our workforce capacity by 807 full 
time equivalent from July 2020 ($250.0 million). This is over and 
above the increase of 263 FTE funded as part of Budget 2019. 

• The recruitment process started this week. 

In May so far, we have helped 1,924 people into jobs. 

COVI D-1 9 is causing a significant increase in the number of people seeking 
employment assistance. We expect to see: a mix of clients seeking 
employment services, including those who have never previously sought 
help from MSD; significant labour market disruption and skill shifts; 
significant regional variation; and different population groups more adversely 
affected than others. 

To help New Zealanders find employment, we are building an employment 
service that provides tailored support; provides more and better training; and 
develops stronger partnerships with employers. 

Budget 2020 provides investment in: 
• Employment Service Response - to expand and adjust MSD's 

employment support services and take a more proactive and 
innovative approach with employers and employees ($150.0 
million). 

• Initiatives to strengthen Employment Services for young people , 
disabled people, and older people. 

Our employment initiatives include: a Rapid Return to Work phone service 
supporting clients who've lost their jobs because of COVID-19 back into 
work; 35 virtual employment centres, working with employers and job 
seekers over the phone and online; an Employer Engagement Campaign 
with employers receiving the COVID-19 wage subsidy to promote MSD 
services; and an online recruitment tool to connect employers with people 
looking for work. 

This week: 
• We have developed an Employment Operating Model that captures 

all our work in the employment space, which groups of people each 
initiative is targeted towards, and how our staff can best provide 
employment services to these groups under Alert Level 2. 

• We sent out emails to three more regions as part of our Employer 
Engagement Campaign. The email campaign is to keep in touch 
with businesses and offer advice and support if needed. We'll learn 
from this before emailing more employers. 

• From go live on 28 April to Friday 8 May (nine days}, our Rapid 
Return to Work service had contacted 1545 clients and helped 73 of 
them into work. 

• Our online recruitment tool has been promoted to employers this 
week. There has been high usage and a jump in the number of 
vacancies listed. 
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Housing 

Of the 2604 Police Safety Orders issued since Alert Level 4 began to May 
4th - MSD has provided accommodation support to 497 perpetrators and 
victims. MSD has agreed with Police that we will continue to provide support 
where all other avenues have been exhausted , until the end of May. 

The number of people in emergency housing continues to rise. At 12th May, 
4168 households in EH; these households have 3540 children associated to 
them. We are starting to see new public housing supply slowly coming back 
into stock - however, th is does not automatically impact on a reduction in 
emergency housing numbers. There have been no reports of new 
Transitional Housing supply since the move to Level 3. 

Wage subsidy 

The Government has announced Budget 2020 that there will be a Wage 
Subsidy Extension payment available to support employers, including sole 

' traders, who are still significantly impacted by COVID-19 after the 12-week 
Wage Subsidy ends. It's also available to those who haven't received the 
Wage Subsidy previously. This is so they can keep paying their employees. 

Family and sexual violence 

On 11 May, the Government announced a significant Budget 2020 
investment of $202.9 million (over four years) for responding to pressing 
family violence and sexual violence (FVSV) needs in New Zealand 
communities. ' 

Our MSD team will w.ork alongside our Joint Venture partners to implement 
increased funding of $1~3 million for MSD-funded specialist family violence 
services. The package also includes funding for multi-agency specialist 
responses to non-fatal strangulation (involving Police, Health and Justice). 

Social seNice providers 

Budget 2020 includes funding to address cost pressures in MSD-funded 
social services, help for providers to meet demand and continue to support 
communities, and grants for community groups. 

There will also be support for Foodbanks, Food Rescue and Community 
Food Services. Foodbanks continue to report high demand. 

Providers have reported that they are ready for AL2. Some, who work with 
groups, were impacted by the maximum inside gathering rule of 10 people. 
We have worked through this with groups and helped them manage group 
numbers. 

New PPE guidance and an ordering process is in place for providers under 
AL2. 

We have on-going engagement with providers from across the sector -
some are starting to signal that they are struggling financially. We are 
discussing this with the cross-agency group, to address concerns and 
develop joint responses. 
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Outreach Calling Campaign to vulnerable clients 

As at Friday 8 May, we had completed over 96% of calls to the highest 
priority group of older clients. The focus has now shifted to calls to other 
priority groups of older clients, and reporting has ceased for those in 
priority 1. 

As at Wednesday 13 May, around 31 .470 calls have been made to older 
people in the priority 2, 3 and 4 groups. As expected, the calls show that 
the vast majority of people are coping well and receiving support from 
family or other support networks. Of the total calls made, approximately 
460 (1.5%) have been referred for support services. 

Of the 31,470 calls: 

• 24,630 calls were made to older people in the priority 2 group, of 
which 280 were referred for support 

• 6,840 calls were made to older people in the priority 3 and 4 
groups, of which 180 were referred for support 

The breakdown of priority groups for older people are as follows: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Priority 1 - people aged over 70 years, who are living alone and 
have no email address (and not residing in residential care) - this 
group is considered potentially more vulnerable as they may not 
receive targeted information online 
Priority 2 - as above, but with an email address - this group is 
more likely to receive informat!on from broader sources, such as 
online and email, but welfare checks still important given their living 
situation and potential social isolation issues 
Priority 3 - p'eople aged over 70 years, who are living with another 
person / people, and have no email address - this group is less 
likely to need support, but welfare checks still important 

Priority 4 ,- as for Priority 3, but with an email address - this group 
is less likely to need support 

Transitioning from CDEM groups emergency weffare response to 
longer-term recovery 

We are working with NEMA and other sub-agencies around transition 
planning, with advice going to Cabinet. 
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